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The Inland Enzpire's Award Winning N ew s p aper

RCSD's 2nd Annual Women's.Fitness-Challenge
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

By C.F. Hawthorne
The Rive(side County Sheriff's
•Department ·is hosting its 2nd
Annual Women's Fitness Challenge
Saturday March 24, 2007 at the Ben
Clark Public Safety Training Center
from 7:30 AM to 3:00 PM. All

women ar~ encouraged to come out
and participate in the fitness challenge. Sheriff Bob Doyle, who is a
strong advocate for diversity, understands the important roles women
play in our community.
"The Women's Fitness Challenge
is specifically formulated to help
women reach their full potential in
becoming a Correctional Deputy or
a Deputy Sheriff," said Lt. Shelley

Kennedy-Smith, head of the RCSD
personnel division.
The main goal of the Fitness
Challenge is to help women pass the
physical fitness test. Last year over a
hundred women showed up to take
the challenge.
Deputy Sheriff Curet entered the
academy last year and she owes it all
Deputy Sheriff Curet
See RCSD, Page A-4
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Jackson Calls to Rebuild the Walls
I

•

The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Megan Carter
Taking aim at sub prime leaders,
voter registration, jails for profit,
fir t class jails, second class schools,
and more Rev. Jesse Jackson spoke
as hundreds cheered him at the Mt.
· Zion MBC in San Bernardino on
Sunday. Jackson was in town to celebrate the anniversary of Dr. T.
Elliott, senior pastor. Jackson also
took the time to speak about the
l000 pastors that Elliott will join to
develop a network of pastor's across
the nation. His target for them is the
sub prime lending industry. He said
that we need homes not to be ripped
off by payday loaners.
Elliott said that he was pleased
Jackson would take time out of his
busy schedule to visit and bring a
message. "He is a preacher!"
exclaimed Elliott. The preacher was
prepared and took hi message from .
Nehemiah 4: 1-6', The Walls are
Down: A Call to Rebuild. Jackson's
mes age was for Blacks and Latinos
to work together to build the walls
up. "Building the walls will take
collective action . Blacks and
Browns must learn to live together.
We can be bilingual and we must
remember Jesus didn't speak
English. We can learn to speak more
than one language!" he exclaimed.
• "We need more teachers and less
• police. On the front side we need
: prenatal care, job training, rather
that jail care and welfare on the
backside. Ninety percent of the jail
population are high school dropouts.
They were too busy to come to
church but want a Bible in the

In 2005 Black and other minority borrowers made up the fastest growing
group obtaining new home mortgages. Current subprime lending woes could
drive many "healthy" borrowers out of the market.

Saving Melanie's Dream.
Photo by Cheryl Brown
Rev. Jesse Jackson is surrounded by local pastor~, ministers, and deacons.

SUBPRIME MELTDOWN DAMPENS SURGE IN
BLACK HOMEOWN ERSHIP
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

By Chris Levister

Photo by Cheiyt Brown
Congressman Joe Baca wtth Councilman Rikka Van
Johnson and Rev. Reggie Beamon.

Rev. Jesse Jackson preaches a dynamic message as Dr. T. Elliott looks on.

prison cell. lf they had read it
(before) they wouldn't be there in
the first place ," said Jackson.
Jackson also rapped private jaiIs for
profit.
A litany of repeating what he said
kept the audience on their toes. He

led them in, "don't give up cau e it's
dark, say, I'm going to build the
wall; my mind is made up."
As the police cars patrolled outside the fire department kept the
crowds under code and of the 750
seats available most had to watch by

remote.
The program included The
Purpose Center Dancers from Palm
Springs, Deacon James and
Deaconess Erma Marshall and the
Monument of Love Fellowship
from San Diego.

Remember those ads on the radio
and TV that said, No credit? Bad
credit! No problem ! Subprime loans
gave shaky borrowers a chance to
buy a home and venturesome
lenders the opportunity to earn
astronomical returns. Unfortunately
many of those borrowers and their
lenders are skidding into bankruptcy.
But as the evolving subprime
meltdown torpedoes the stock mar)<et and capture the national spoflight, there is an untold story.
Meet Melanie Chawkins an
African-American college educated
single parent who in 2003 struggled
with raising twins, paying off college loans, all while developing a
career as a self-employed construe-

CONFERENCE TARGETS SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE

Black Teens Get Eye, Ear, Nose Full On Risky Sex

tion project manager.
"From the time I was a little girl
I dreamed of owning my own
home." In 2004 she applied for ,a
conventional home loan with Bank
of America.
With a credit rating under 620
she was denied. Still she was convinced if given a chance she would
work hard, make the mortgage payments and realize what many
African-Americans have long been
denied • the chance to own a piece
of the American Dream.
Today with the help of a subprime loan from Countrywide
Mortgage Melanie owns a home
valued at $465,000 in Ri verside's
sprawling Woodcrest community.
Records show she's never
missed a payment or paid late.
"They gave me an opportunity
whe~ none existed. They saved my
dream."
Minority home buyers fik
Melanie formed the fastest grow~
group obtaining new home m6 gages last year according to the U .~;
Census Bureau.
i:i
Statistics show minority l~~
percentage in "high volume area 'i
combined was three times highe.
than White households in the top 2<1
mortgage growth metropolitan areas
including the Inland Empire. The
increase for African-Americans,
See SUBPRlM E, Page A-4

"Mommie Helen"
Remembered
The Black Voice Ne ws
RIVERSIDE

Area male teens got an earful during a SB conference on sexually transmitted disease. The
event was sponsored by the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. and the March of Dimes. Dr.
Ernest Levister, from the Vines Medical Society and Mu Xi Lambda local chapter president
Kevin Baker were among the speakers.

The Bfack Vnire News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Chris Levister
Stark graphic visuals, chocolate, strawberry and vanilla flavored condoms and honest,
frank talk about sexually transmitted disease
(STDs): The conference called Project Alpha
presented by the Mu Xi Lambpa Chapter of
Alpha ·Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., turned the
spotlight on the secret world of teen male sex.
"Wow! There's a lot more to sex and STD's
than what they teach you in health class," said
Redlands 17-year-old Anddrew Godinez. "I
was shocked by what I didn't know. The number of teens with STDs is shocking. You got to
be careful of what you do and who you do it
with."
Chapter president Kevin Baker says
Project Alpha started in I 980 and seeks to
raise awareness among young males by creating a safe environment where they can learn
about and explore their sexuallty, manhood
and relationship issues.
"While we encourage abstinence, we know
in reality teens have sex. They are having sex

at 8, 9 and 10 years old . Many of these
encounters result in sexually transmitted disease and unplanned pre·gnancies. The reality is
we've got to educate them early to protect
them from themselves," said Baker.
"If you have discharge from your penis
what would you do? To whom would you
talk?" asked Alpha brother, physician and
health columnist Ernest Levister.
"Did you know every 97 seconds a teenager gets an STD?" About 325,000 California
teens will get an STD this year - enough to fill
the Rose Bowl 3 _:_ times. By age 24, at least
one in 4 sexually active people will have contracted an STD. In 1996, African American
· teens accounted for 78% of all cases of gonorrhea among adolescents age 15-19 . The rate of
gonorrhea infection was two thirds as high in
Black males as it is in Black females. During
the same year, African American teens
accounted for 96% of all cases of syphlllis
among adolescents age 15- 19.
Listeners roared with laughter when
Levister, from the Vines Medical Society
recalled, "Soldiers would come to see me
complaining of a head cold - I'd start examinSee SEX, Page A•4

Col. Ralph W. Smith, VP Tµskegee Airmen Western Region and local chapter president points to
a self-designed replica of the congressional gold medal to be awarded to 300 of the heroic airmen
March 29 in the nation's capitol.

THE LONG ROAD TO GOLD

Local Man's Tireless Fight io Bring
Honor to the Tuskegee Airmen
The Bkfck Ynice News
RIVERSIDE

By Chris Levister
"Sub pecies of the human population, failures, poor technicians and fighters, lacking ini-

tiative," that's how a 1925 study commissioned
by the Army War College described the
"Tuskegee Airmen" - America's first Black
pilots, bombardiers, navigators and support
personnel who trained and fought during
World War 11.
See TUSKEGEE, Page A-4

Black & Decker: Boycotted as Polluter of the Month
The Btack Vnice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Megan Carter
A group of about 50 re idents met to show
their displeasure with being left with the bill
for cleanup that they acknowledge belongs to
Black & Decker, Goodrich and the federal
government In an effort to encourage Black &

Decker to start paying for the c\_ean up of their
perchlorate, they have been given the Polluter
of the Month Award and kicked off a national
boycott of the'company. The award came complete with a trophy and a certificate.
The Center for Community Action and
Environmental Justice with residents believe
that Black & Decker intentionally delayed and
prolonged the process to cleanup the rocket
See POLLUTE, Page A-4

Helen Wllliams

-.

•
Affectionately
known - jl~
"Mommie Helen," Helen Louise
Williams recently passed away:
leaving not only a legacy of farnijy
and friends but her recipes which
many in the Inland Empire enjoy' at.
her namesake, Mommie Helen's
Bakery in Colton.
Born to Walter and Mary Pepper
Williams on March 16, 1917 in
Jefferson, Texas, she attended San
Bernardino Adult Education in San
Bernardino, California. Helen
accepted Christ at an early age and
was a member of Vinelife Christian
Fellowship in Ri verside, CA.,
under Dr. Robert L. Wilks, Jr: She
►.

See HELEN, Page A-4
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"Four (score) Years Ago". Said Bush
Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth
on this continent a new nation, conceived in Liberty stated
. President Abraham Lincoln on November 19, 1863. Lincoln
went on to say, "Now we are engaged in a great Civil War."
President George W.
Bush on March 19, 2007
stood before the people of
the United States and
said, "Good Morning,
Four years ago t_o day
Hardy L.
forces launched
BROWN coalition
Operation Iraqi Freedom
to
remove
Saddam
Hussein from power" and
started a civil war that was conceived out of lies, misinformation and a desire by Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld
to control the oil in Iraq. He did not say that (of course) but
should have said "now (we) find ourselves engaged in the
middle of their civil war in Iraq". He did not say that either
but today the coalition forces are pulling out of Iraq and
leaving us there because we went there under false pretenses and trumped up information. His vice president Dick
Cheney said last week that the British pulling their troops
out indicates we were having su~cess in Iraq. If that is the
case why are we sending in 20 thousand more Mr.
President? Is this another lie?
Bush did not say that the only thing that has-been successful is the removal of Saddam, which·was a mistake, because
Saddam did no~ allow any terrorist in Iraq badder than himself. We have not removed any weapons of mass destruction
because there were none. Bush did not say why the oil in
Iraq, has not covered the cost of the war nor did he explain
why our gas in America is now being sold to us at $3.50 per
gallon. If the oil supply has not diminished from the war in
Iraq is the high cost here to increase the profits of his oil
friends. Bush told us the Iraqis would bow down in the
streets and welcome us as liberators. Instead we are now
seen four years later as occupiers and are greeted each day
with roadside bombs blowing up our tanks, hummvies and
killing over 3,200 soldiers. . . some welcoming committee.
Bush did say that "12 million people came out to vote in a
free election" hopefully for leaders who would listen to them
and not like our •president. It has been reported by CBS
News that some polls show that only 18 percent of Iraqis
have confidence in the war efforts, while US confidence has
gone down in the mid thirties and is sinking fast. Dick
Cheney has said he is not there .to read polls on what
America is saying but to give Bush the best advice he can
regardle~s of what we want. Even with our freedom of public expression and demonstrations against the war Bush is
hell bett't"oti 'frying to win a war he started that has gone
flWry. Some leaders, whether dictators or democratically
elected, have the same problem, hating to admit they are
)\'rOng.
I
' Bush went on to say "we are.in for some good days and
~ad days ahead" this is a far cry from him landing on a airfraft carrier saying "mission accomplished" four years ago.
Some accomplishment.
The President also said "Congress has the respoµsibility
to pass a clean bill that does not use funding for troops as
leverage to get special interest spending for their districts."
He did not remind us that it was the Republican led congress
that funded a "bridge going to nowhere" in Alaska. Nor did
he remind us that Halliburton has stolen billions of our dollars without President Bush saying mumbling word. Of
tourse this is the company that Dick Cheney was president
of before being elected vice president of the United States.
Halliburton stock has gone from $10 to over $35 dollars per
share since the war. Of course they were given war contracts
without having to compete in a bidding process and Cheney
had a private meeting with all oil executives and told the
public "you have no right to know what was agreed on;''
Sounds.like a Saddam type of government to me.
Lincoln went on to say and concluded in.the Gettysburg
Address that a "government of the people, by the people, for
the people shall not perish" he did not say I am your president and I know best.
· Yes four years we started something that has proven
wrong and we need to correct it sooner not later.

a

Brothers and Sisters Think About a
.Law Enforcement Career
To the brothers and ·sisters of the Inland Empire and
beyond, I offer you a great opportunity to seek a career in
law enforcement with .the Riverside Sheriff's Department,
San Bernardino Police Department and California
,Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections. The pay and
benefits are "greeeeaaat" to emphasize the animated Tony
the Tiger plus the weather is always good. You are close to
the desert, mountains, ocean, Colorado River, Palm Springs,
Hollywood, Disneyland, La's Vegas to the north, Mexico to
fhe south and Los Angeles to the west. The other good thing
~bout these agencies is that they are committed to diversity.
'This has not always been the case but is true today: Now I
know that law enforcement is not one of those employers
that we looked to (or at) with much favor but we have to
change that. It will not be easy for you to suit up and run
around the neighborhood. Give this career some thought
because it is an honorable profession. If you are in high
kchool ask your guidance counselor to invite a recruitment
~fficer on campus to talk about a career. If you are in college
call the recruitment department and get engaged in a diatogue. If you know someone in law enforcement ask them
about things that you may have questions about such as
raciSU), shootings, perceptions by the community, qualifications, background checks, physical qualifications and any
other thing you can think of.
Take a look at the recruitment ads in the legal, want ad
and job announcement section of the paper. They are also
listed on our website www.blackvoicenewsfOm·

President Bush Discusses Fourth Anniversary .of Operation Iraqi Freedom
Good morning. Four years ago
today, coalition forces launched
Operation Iraqi Freedom to
remove Saddam Hussei n from
power. They did so to eliminate the
threat his regime posed to the
Middle East and to the world.
Coalition forces carried out that
mission with great courage and
skill. Today the world is rid of
Saddam Hussein and a tyrant has
been held to account for his crimes
by his own people. Nearly 12 million Iraqis have
voted in free elections under a
democratic constitution that they
wrote for themselves. And their
democratic leaders are now working to build a free society that
upholds the rule of law, that
respects the rights of its people,
that provides them security and is
an ally in the war on terror.
At this point in the war, our most
important mission is helping the
Iraqis secure their capital. Until
Baghdad's citizens feel secure in
their own homes and neighborhoods, it will be difficult for Iraqis
to make further progress toward
political reconciliation or economic rebuilding, steps necessary for
Iraq to build a democratic society.
So with our help, Iraq's government is carrying out an aggressive
plan to secure Baghdad. And we're
continuing to train the Iraqi security forces so that they ultimately
·take full responsibility for the
security of their own people.
I've just received an update on
the situation from [raqi Prime
Minister Maliki. My conversation ,
witl1 the Prime Minister followed a
briefing earlier this morning that
included Secretary Rice and
Secretary Gates, along with
General Petraeus and Ambassador
Khalilzad, who participated by
video conference from Iraq .
Prime Minister Maliki anq
General Petraeus emphasized that
the Baghdad security plan is still in

Photo by Eric Draper
President George W. Bush delivers a statement Monday, March
19, 2007, on the fourth anniver•
sary of the invasion of Iraq.
its early stages, and success will
take months, not days or weeks.
Yet, those on the ground are seeing
some hopeful signs. The Iraqi government has completed the deployment of three Iraqi army brigades
to the capital , where they've joined
the seven Iraqi army brigades and
nine national police brigades that
were already in the area.
The Iraqi government has also
lifted restrictions that once prevented Iraqi' and coalition forces
from going into areas like Sadr
City. American and Iraqi forces
have established joint security stations. Those stations are scattered
throughout Baghdad and they're
helping Iraqis reclaim their neighborJ,oods from the terrorists and
extremists.
Together, we've carried out
aggressive operations against both
Shia and Sunni extremists; carried
out operations against al Qaeda
terrorists. We've · uncovered large
caches of weapons and destroyed
two major car bomb factorie.~ that
were located on the outskirts of

go home. That may be satisfying in
Baghdad.
I want to stress that this opera- the short run , but I believe the contion is still in the early stages, it's sequences for American security
still in the beginning stages.
would be devastating. If American
Fewer.than half of the troop rein- forces were to step back from
forcements we are sending have Baghdad before it is more secure, a
arrived in Baghdad.
T h e contagion of violence couid spill
new strategy will need more time out across the entire country. In
to take effect. And there will be time, this violence could engulf the
good days, and there will be bad region. The terrorists could emerge
days ahead as the security plan from the chaos with a safe haven in
Iraq to replace the one they had in
unfolds.
As we help the Iraqis secure _ Afghanistan, which they used to
their capital, their leaders are also plan the attacks of September the
beginning to meet the benchmarks 11th·, 200 I. For the safety of the
they have laid out for political rec- American people, we cannot allow
onciliation. Last month, Iraq's this to happen.
Prevailing in Iraq is not going to
Council of Ministers approved a
law that would share oil revenues be easy. General Petraeus says that
among Iraqi people. The Iraqi leg- the environment in Iraq is the most
islature passed a $41 billion budg- challenging that he has seen in his
·et that includes $10 billion for more than 32 years of service.
He also says that he has been
reconstruction
and
capital
improvements. And last week, impressed by the professionalism
Prime Minister Maliki visited and the skill and determination of
Ramadi, a city in the Sunni heart- our men and women in uniform .
land , to reach out to local Sunni He sees in our troops "a true will to
win and a sincere desire to help our
tribal leaders.
There's been good progress. Iraqi partners achieve success."
. There's a lot more work to be done,
Four years after this war began,
and Iraq's leaders must continue IQ the fight is difficult, but it can be
work to meet the benchmarks that won. It will be ~on if'we have the
have set forward.
courage and resolve to see it
As Iraqis work to keep their through . I'm grateful to our sercommitments , we have important vicemen and women for all they've
commitments of our own. done and for the honor they
Members of Congress are now brought to their uniform and their
considering an emergency war country. I'm grateful to our milispending bill.
They have a tary families for all the sacrifices
responsibility to ensure that this they have made for our country.
bill provides the funds and the We also hold in our hearts the good
flexibility that our troops need to men and women who've given
accomplish their mission. They their lives in this struggle. We pray
have a responsibility to pass a for the loved ones they have left
clean bill that does not use funding behind.
for our troops as leverage to get
The United States military is the
special interest spending for their most capable and courageous
districts. And they have a respon- fighting force in the world . And
sibility to get. this bill to my desk whatever our differences in
without strings and without delay.
Washington, our troops and their
It can be tempting to look at the families deserve the appreciation
challenges in Iraq and conclude and .the support of our entire
our best option' is to pack up and nation.

FHA Needs to Modernize to Serve All Americans
By Secretary Alphonso Jackson
U.S. Departmenl of Housing and
Urban Developmeni

buyers access to reasonably priced
mortgages under fair terms. Over
the past _73 years, the FHA has
helped more than 34 million famiThere is a worrisome trend affect- lies become homeowners. FHA has
ing the housing market nationwide - never interfered with .the private
- one that market...it has always served its
has rightful- Congressionally-mandated purpose,
. ly garnered which is to serve as a safety net and
the attention to provide those most in need for a
of lawmak- government-backed mortgage.
ers, regulaHowever, the FHA has been
tors·,
real unable to adapt to the needs of
estate pro- · today's. marketplace. As the lending
fessiona ls , industry has changed in recent
and, most years, the FHA's products and pracSecretary Alphonso
Jackson
importantly, tices have virtually stood still . Left
homebuy- with fewer safe and affordable
ers. Too frequently families with options, many first-time homebuyless than perfect credit are resorting ers have turned to high-cost financto high-priced, high-risk exotic ing and risky loan products.
mortgage loans to purchase a home .
Subprime loan products have
These risky mortgages carry become more attractive, not because
extraordinarily high interest rates , they're cheaper, but because they
and in many cases, hidden pay- have Jess red tape and are faster.
ments. More importantly, these Traditional FHA borrower.s , with
risky mortgages illustrate a famous less-than-perfect credit and little
saying similar to caveat emptor (Let money for a downpayment, have
the buyer beware): read the fine turned to subprime products
print.
because FHA's loan limits are too
As more borrowers find them- low and the downpayment requireselves unable to make their exceed- ment is too stringent.
ingly high monthly mortgage payWith bipartisan Congressional
. ments, loan defaults ar~ increasing, suppon , the FHA can regain its
personal credit scores are falling, stature as a stabilizing force for
and some are losing their homes to homeowners .
T am hopeful
foreclosure. Some economists are Congress will soon reintroduce legconcerned that shock waves from islation that modernizes the FHA by
these defaults may be felt through- updating FHA's products to meet
out the entire U.S. economy.
the needs of today's homebuyers.
Families who want to share in the
With this legislation, no longer
dream of homeownership, but have will Americans with less than perless than perfect credit, need and fect credit think the subprime mardeserve a safer alternative . ket is their onl y choice for obtaining
F;ortunately,. help may soon be on a mortgage . FHA modernization
the way. The U.S . Department of legislation will increase homeownHousing and Urban Development is ership opportunities for millions of
working to modernize the Federal Americans by offering them safe
Housing Administration (FHA) to homeownership options at a fair
meet the needs of today's homebuy- price.
ers.
For buyers with sufficient income
The FHA was created in I 934 to make mortgage payments but
during the Depression to stimulate without the funds for a down paythe ~ousing market and give home- ment, FHA-backed mortgages

would eliminate the current 3 percent down requirement and instead
offer flexiflle low downpayment
options.
For borrowers with
impaired credit, but with funds for a
substantial down payment, FHA
would offer fair mortgages products
at more affordable rates . And for
borrowers who live in high cost real
estate markets, the FHA would
increase its loan limits.
Minority Americans, who tend to
have a much lower homeowner~hip
fate than other groups, would benefit the most from our efforts to modernize the FHA. Under President
Bush's leadership, the minority
homeownership rate is at a historic
high of 5 I percent, and it could
grow even higher if Congress passes our propqsal. Studies show 40
percent of African Americans and
23 percent of Hispanic homeowners
pay interest rates three percent

above market. This legislation
would give these groups a new layer
of protection.
Owning a home remains the
largest and best investment a family
can make. In 2005, Americans took
a record $262 billion out of the
equity they had in their homes and
are using it to save for the future,
send their children to school, and to
fuel our economy. After 9-11 , the
housing market truly helped keep
the American economy from sinking given the magnitude of the
attacks
By modernizing the FHA, we can.
help millions of Americans share in
the dream of homeownership and
prevent millions more from falling
victim to predatory lenders who
hide important details in the fine
print. The new FHA will ensure
homeownership is accessible,
affordable; and safe for all.
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P.O. Box 1581 • Riverside, CA 92502 • Fax letters to (909) 888-5662 • e-mail
to: leeragin@blackvoicenews.com.
To reach the editorial depa~rnent,.call (909) 888-5040
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-EXTRA SAVINGS AND GREAT VALUES WEDNESDAY THROUGH SUNDAY.

NOW S8.SO
Ambition trench coat
for her. Yellow. S-XL.
Orig.' $78.

Use your Macy's Card for extra savings
of 10%-15% on sale and clearance
prices Wednesday through Monday.
Take an extra 15% off 1
SALE AND CLEARANCE APPAREL, HANDBAGS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR HER, HIM AND KIDS

Take an extra 10% off 1
SALE AND CLEARANCE MERCHANDISE FOR HER, HIM AND HOME,
INCLUDING: Women's suits, coats, lingerie and sleepwear; shoes for her
and him; bridge and fashion jewelry; men's pants and tailored clothing.
'EXCLUDES: Cosmttics and fragr,n<tS, fin, jow~ry. fine and fashion watches, kate ll)ade, l.a<ostt, !ht Nolttl hct, Bunoo lnowboardlng, l•N-C lnt,mational (Ofl(tpn•, Amtrian Rag.
Impols., b<idge !f)Olt.lwear, )Jnion' d,nim, delgner and b,idge handbags and shotS for her, Coach and Dooney &lloork• handbags, Ltvrs•, Dock!B". stl«ttd mtt1'1dt<lgntn, Tasso
Elba and Material London sportswm. Vtra Wang, Baccarat, uliqu,, ll,dr6, Waterford, wint, designer btd, bath and tabl, lin,ns,All-0..t, Htrl<k~s.. Wilsthof. krtchtn and ~ m,
tlectrics, tKhnology htms, furniturt, mattrtSses and area rugs. Not valid on Everyday ValUts, fint jewtlry SUP'f Buys, Macy's Gift Cards and Gift (Ntific.atts, spt<ial orcltrs, prtv!OUS
purchases rtStauranu, or nonmttchaodist--rd•ted strYices; on purchases from macys.com, macysweddingchanotl.com, Gift Rtgistry kiow, maternity, gift wrap or ltastd dtpartmtnn;
or as pa~ n1 on mdit accounts. Otscount will be deducted from the current prlce(sale or clearance, as applicable). Returns will bt credi[ed as purchase price Ins the discount, aod you
w~I forteit tile discount. c.annot bt combinNI with other coupons/Saving, Passts. Vaffd on transactions made March 21· Mirth 26, 2007.

Don't have a Macy's Card?
Get one today and save 15% more your first two days. That's on top
of our regular and sale prices. Our usual new-account discount is 10%.
And there are even more rewards to come. Subject to credit approval.
March 21-26. Excludes services, certain leased departments and Macy's Gift Cards.
On furniture, mattresses and area rugs, the new account savings is limited to S100.
Visit your local Macy's for details.

250/oOFF

30%-40%OFF

Tignanello Newport
small leather tote.
Reg. $75, sale S6.2S.
Nine West polka
dot oblong scarf.
In assorted colors.
Reg. $28, sale $21.

Sportswear for him from
Tasso Elba, Club Room,
Alfani, lzod, Cubavera
and others. Reg. 29.50-$295,
sale $18-206.S0.
Tasso Elba excluded from
Macy's Card discount.

SALE 79.99
BCBGirls Liam high-heeled
sling back. Black or red patent
leather. 5½-9, l0M. Reg. $98.

ONLY 6.95 each
With any purchas~ of $35 or more. Black or white
bag includes zip pocket and cell phone pocket.
Limit one per customer, while supplies last.

ONLY $14-$2S
St. Kitts fine china by kate spade. Shown:
dinner plate, $25; salad plate, $22; cup, $21 ;
saucer, $14. Macy's _Card discount doesn't apply.

'

*

*mggys
Use the Store Locations option on macys.com to find t~e store n~arest you

·

Sale prices in effect March 21 ·Aprll 1. #Intermediate price reductions may have been taken. • Advertised items may not be available at your local Macy's, and selection may vary. Prices, promotions and selection may differ on macys.com. Sale merchandise
is from specially selected groups unless otherwise described. Clearance, closeout. permanently reduced, new reductions, special purchases and OrlgJNow items will remain at the advertised prices after this event; these items are available only while su pplies last. Some original
prices may not have been in effect during the past 90 days. Only, value, Always/Everyday Value, Special Purchase and now prices also will remain in effect after the event. Always/ Everyday Value prices may be lowered as part of a clearance. Always/Everyday Value items are
excluded from sales and from credit card extra savings, Saving Passes and coupons, except as noted. Regular and original prices are offering pric•s and may not have resulted in actual sales. No mail or phone orders. Some items may be part of a sale in progress and some items

may be offered in future sale events. Extra savings taken off current prices .

.,

I
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SEX
Continued from Front Page
ing their head - They'd stop me and
say ' not there doc and sheepishly
point - down there' ."
" 'Trying to get this message
across to teens is tricky. What
you're selling is bitter medicine.
Postl'one sexual intercourse until
you're ready for marriage. It's not
what they want to hear," said
Levister.
, Clinical researcher and minister,
Reginald Wadlington brought his
son Toby from Murrieta to the conference . ·He says programs like
Project Alpha help parents and teens
face the fierce tide of cultural secrecy about sex and a prevailing mistrust of doctors among AfricanAmericans .
• "There is a very deep mistrust
especially when it comes to healthcare and certain diseases. Blacks
look back on the Tuskegee
Experiment where Black males
were infected with syphilis by the

RCSD
Continued from Front Page
to the Women's Fitness Challenge.
"It felt so comfortable knowing
there were other women standing
near me, encouraging me, cheering
me on. Though I'm very tall , I found
it extremely difficult to get over the
wall; I was using my upper body,
until a female deputy taught me to
use my legs and I climb over that
six-foot wall .. It's always good to
have someone near to heip you. I
feel as though I'm a better person
because of the Women's Fitness
Cl}allenge. And the best part was, if
I didn' t pass the first time ,_I would
have been invited to try out again.''.
lbe Women's Fitness Challenge
is designed to encourage women to
step out of their box and step into a
career path in Law Enforceme_nt.
The Riverside County Sheriff's
Department encourages women to
reach for the sky like Assistant
Sheriff Valerie Hill , the highestranking female in the history of the
Sheriff's Department.
Deputy Sheriff Trainee Gama was
a Community Service Officer for
Riverside County for almost six
years. "I was a little hesitant before
accepting the fitness challenge. I.
didn't have enough confidence to
pass the physical part of the academy, but after seeing short and tall
women , in shape and out of shape

POLLUTE
Continued from Front Page
fuel in the dri~ ng water in the
Rialto/Colton areas.
Residents in Rialto have paid
almost $7 .2 million towards the
cleanup of the contamination. Sylvia
Amezquita stood with her children,
Isabella and Carlos 2, upset with
Black & Decker. "Every month I pay
$ 13 dollars for the cleanup and I
found out that Black & Decker pays
nothing. It continues to go up so I
don' t know when it will stop. It is
not fair," she said.
It has been 10 years that Rialto

SUBPRIME
Continued from Front Page
Hispanics and Asian loans was five
times greater.
· "The 2005 Minority Home
Buying Surge" report released by
Genworth Mortgage Insurance and
Compliance Technologies agrees
with the Census data.
"Despite the nationwide cooling
in home buying, minorities, represebted a significantly larger percentage of new purchases in 2005 than
in 2004," said Kevin Schneider,
president of Genworth Financial's
U.S . mortgage insurance business.
Add yet another twist to the subprime lending woe. A new study· of
high cost or subprime mortgages
unearthed a surprising fact : The
loans are most prevalent among
minorities with substantial incomes.
Around 70 percent of AfricanAme(ican and Latino borrowers
with incomes between $92,000 and
$ L52,000 took out mortgages with
high interest rates in 2005 according
to Jim Campen, an economics professor
at
U nive~sity ·
of
Massachusetts and a long time analy~t of mortgage lending to minorities.
For example i'n greater Boston
n~ ly half of all African-American
an.d Latino borrowers in 2005 with
incomes above $ 152,000 used a
subprime loan to buy a home.
High cost mortgages typically
have interest rates at least 3 percentage points above conventional mortgages; fixed rate 30-year mortgage
rates are currently around 6 percent.
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white medical researchers without
their knowledge. In clinical research
we see very few Blacks."
He says the message to teens
must balance abstinence with contraception and safe sex . "Scripture
teaches us that when you become a
Christian you vow not to sin, but
God knew we were going to sin so
he gave us Jesus and the Bible to
help educate us on the risks of sin.
Like Jesus we know teens are having sex . We have a responsibility to
help educate them on the risks of
having sex before they are ready."
Williams says the STDs problem
is further compounded by the nature
of males . "Boys will be boys. They
are very shy. Getting them to taik
about sex or themselves can be like
pulling teeth . So for these teens to
hear about sex and STDs from
someone who looks like them is
extremely important."
The conference, which also
addressed the economiF and social
implication of sexually transmitted
disease, was presented in partnership with the March of Dimes.
E.ighteen year old Paul Davis

says for him Project Alpha took having sex to a whole new level. "I'd
never heard of some of those STDs .
The fact that you or your partner can
be walking around with an STD and
not know it is out right scary. It got
my attention."
Coordinator Eric Williams said
Project Alpha coincides with Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity's 100-year-old
mission to supply voice and vision
to the struggle of AfricanAmericans and people of color
around the world.
"Alpha brothers worldwide are
preserving the fabric of communities by fostering the goals and
dreams of this generation of Black
men, and instilling in them a system
of values, ethics and respect for
themselves and others," said
Williams.
He admits helping young men
discover their potential can prove
extremely challenging . "Yet those
challenges are far less than the negative consequences of social welfare
and the medical costs that we pay
when "babies make babies."

being trained by other women holding different positions in the
Sheriff's Department it inspired me
to step up and take the Challenge,
and I'm glad I did.''
Sheriff Bob Doyle would like to
invite all women to take the Fit1\ess
Challenge. A place where the obstacle course is success. Sheriff Bob
Doyle states, "The WFC gives
wo.men the opportunity to get comfortable with the physical qualifications that's mandatory to become a
Deputy Sheriff. The WFC is a much
needed program and I can tell by the
number of women that come out and
anticipated in the fitness challenge.
Last year was a great success, and
I'm looking forward to this year."
Sheriff Doyle goes on to say. "It's
really great.to the sprit of friendship
developing while overcoming ·their
weakness."
The Women's Fitness Challenge
will offer a variety of methods that
will assist you in achieving your
goals. You will receive one on one
training, demonstrations, and techniques to ensure your success .
Twenty-six year old Deputy
Sheriff Rodriguez was surprised that
the Women's Fitness Challenge was
more fun than she had anticipated.
"I got the chance to meet all sorts of
new people just like me, and having
other wome n supporting my efforts
no matter how great or how small,
gave me an extra boost of confi-

dence.'' Rodriguez goes on to say.
"I'm very thankful that Sheriff Bob
Doyle endorses the Women Fitness
Challenge."
If you are interested in a career in
Aviation , K-9, Search and Rescue,
Boat Patrol , Bomb Squad, or offRoad enforcement, Ri verside
County Sheriff's
Department
Women's F itness Challenge will
assist you in achieving your goal. A
network of law enforcement
females deputies, who are mother
and wives , will be available to
answer some of the stressful question women face each day.
What about daycare? My ch~d is
sick? How do I balance career and
family?
This panel of female deputies has
walked in your shoes and can
answer many of your questions to
ensure your success .
If you ever thought about a career
in law enforcement, now is the time.
Saturday March 24, 2007 is the
date, and Ben Clark Public Safety
Training Center is the place, to
encourage you to step out of your
box, and step into an exciting new
career with the Riverside County
Sheriff's Department.
For further information and an
exc iting career with the Riverside
County Sheriff Department check
out their web site: www.riversidesheriff.org or www.joinrsd.org or you
carircall 1-888-JOIN RSD.

has been
waitin g
to clean
up
the
wells .
The city
has said
in
the
past once
a polluted well
has been
detected Sylvia Amezquita and
Isabella, 5, Carlos, 2. She Is
in Rialto upset that she is paying $13it is shut 15 a month for perchlorate
d o w n cleanup of water caused by
and no Black and Decker and
residents Goodrich companies.

receive perchlorate filled water.
"It's their mess, they polluted our
drinking water and they should clean
it up, not us rate payers," said
Susana Negrete. Negrete wants
Black & Decker to take responsibility for their mess, restore the quality
of water and reimburse the citizens
· of cost a lready incurred for the
Perchlorate cleanup.
Black Voice was unable to reach
a company representative at press
time.
The next community meet ing
will take place on April 19 at 6:30
p.m. at Dollahan Elementary School,
1060 West Etiwanda Ave. For information call (909) 381-8883.

The higher rates cost these bor- common types of subprime mortrowers an additional $4,200 to gages. The Center for Responsible
AARP,
Consumer
$10,000 - or more - a year than if Lending,
they ·had a traditional, 30-year fixed Federation of America, NAACP and
mortgage, Campen said .
the National Fair Housing Alliance .
Linda Shear, a realtor and private publicly commended Freddie Mac
consultant to southern California for taking the action.
Recently Rev. Jesse Jackson,
minority home buyers points to a
systemic culture of bias in mortgage f9under
and
president
of
lending. "It's no secret for many Rainbow/PUSH Coalition weighed
many years prior to the rise. of sub- in on the subprime dilemma saying,
prime lending, minorities com- "for years, homeownership has been
plained bitterly about the discrimi- the best bet most families have for
natory practices of traditional improving their economic position.
lenders.'; She says federal I data The disgraceful business practices
paints a harsh picture of minority that are common in the subprirne
borrowers systematically rejected · .market today have turned a good bet
by mainstream banks based on lend- into an unacceptable gamble."
As for homeowner Melanie
ing bias or checkered credit histoChawkins who used a subprime loan
ries, which cuts across all incomes.
Shear agrees predatory mortgage to advance a fleeting dream. She
lending is one of the biggest threats believes, " in an industry still fraught
to increasing minority homeowner- with racis~ lending practices that
ship. Still she says there are several reject hard working minorities who
good subprime lenders who serve a .deserve a first or second chance,
need in our society to help people unfortunately in some cases it's the
who are at a somewhat higher risk only gamble in town.''
receive loans.
Shear recalls a Black physician
whose medical practice revenues
pl_u mmeted in 2004 when the feds
made steep cuts in Medicare payments. The physician refinanced his .
office building and expensive home
with a subprime loan. Like Melanie
Chawkins and thousands of other
minority borrowers. His mortgages
remain in good st;mding.
Shear says- subprime woes will
Look out
almost certainly trickle down to ·
for his
dampen the healthy rise in Black
weekly
and other people of color homeownership . Last week Freddie Mac
column
announced it will no longer buy

HELEN
Continued from f'.ront Page
married Ure! aka "Shorty "Williams
and had four beautiful daughters.
Helen affectionately known as
"Mommie Helen "loved to cook and
was quite an accomplished Baker. In
fact, Momm ie Helen 's Bakery, the
infamous home of tlavorfu1 pies and
cobblers was fo unded from her
recipes and named in her honor.
Today, her legacy serves thousands

·TUSKEGEE
Continued from Front Page •
On March 29, the United States
will finally honor the Tuskegee
Airmen by awarding the group the
Congressional Gold Medal at a ceremony in the Capitol's rotunda, along
with their families. It is the highest
civilian award bestowed by
Congress, given for exceptional
service and for lifeti me achievement.
Known a the "Red Tail Angels,"
the Tuskegee Airmen dist inguished
themselves as exceptional military
aviators who tlew numerous bomber
escort missions in the European theatre from 1944 through 1946 without
losing a single bomber to enemy
attack.
:fhe men who successfully fought
two wars -- a battle against enemy
attack overseas and a battle at home
to integrate the armed forces will
join George Washington, Winston
Churchill, Rosa Parks and the
Wright Brothers as medical recipients.
"It's long overd ue." That's
Riverside res ident . Col. Ralph W.
Smith a member of the Tuskegee
Airmen gold medal committee, vice
president of the Tuskegee Airmen,
Inc. Western Regional and president
of the Buford Johnson Chapter of the
Inland Empire Tuskegee Airmen.
For more than 30 years Smith has
waged a tenacious often behind the
scenes campaign to bring U.S.
recognition to the I ,000 men who
suffered unspeakable indignities
while trying to serve their country.
"I came from a long line of family members who served in every
branch of the military since 1868,"
says Smith. In the early'70's working
as a research scientist' at Northrop
Aircraft, Smith learned °four of his
colleagues were -Tuskege~ Airmen.
After hearing their stories Smith
jq_ined the airmen 's Los ' Angeles
unit.
Smith remembers quiet, teserved
men who never ~ave up. "Although
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of pies annually throughout the
United States.
She was also a domestic technician for 65 year,s , which included
housecleaning. Helen 's other loves
were eating and taking care of her
children, as well as the neighborhood kids. She has touched thousands of lives and will be remembered and treasured forever!
She is preceded in death by her
parents, Walter & Mary Pepper
Williams, her husband , Urel L.
Williams, her brothers Augusta and

Walter, her sister Eddie Lee
Edwards, her daughters ,rnoria
Helen Jacks and Barbara Ann
Watson and her great-grandson ,
Drean Rucker.
Helen leaves to cherish her memory, sister: Ruth Jones, daughters:
Dorothy R. Rose & Ruby L.
Williams, nephew who was like a
son: Kenneth J. Jones, seven grandchildren, thirteen great grandchildren, one great-great granddaughter,
nieces and nephews, and a host' of
other relatives and friends.

they earned respect in the air, the
niers _endured racism and segregation on the ground.'' In spite of
unbridled humiliation, after the war
many of them became pillars of
American ociety - doctors, lawyers,
engineers, scientists,judges and educators.
"Their stories were empowering
and heartbreaking. I had to do somethi ng," says Smith.
He did. Tn the mid 1980s he
became president of the Inland chapter. He committed to work with lawmakers, civil rights leaders and powerful philanthropists to pu h for U.S.
recognition. "We were repeatedly
rebuffed and laughed at.'' He
remembers a conspiracy to discredit
the fliers and the campaign to honor
the airmen with a postage stamp torpedoed by the government. All
the while Smith watched the obituaries pile up.
These American heroes were
dying at the rate of 45 to 50 a year.
Increasingly frustrated by government resistance , Smith turned to Dr.
Ruth M. Jackson , director of UC
Riverside's Tomas Rivera Library
for help.
"I put Dr. Jackson in my car and
drove her to Tuskegee Institute in
Alabama. We spent hours in the
school's library. There were impressive archival tributes to George
Washington Carver and other great
luminaries of the college. But there
was something missing. Absent was·
evidence of the Institute 's most
famous legacy: The Tuskegee
Airmen.
Smith's mission took tlight when
Jackson agreed to commission the
We tern Region Tuskegee Airmen
Archive. With historical items donated by Smith and dozens of local and
regional Tuskegee Airmen the collection opened in the library a year
ago. Today the archive boasts a
model of the P-51 Mu tang bomber
flown by the airmen along with an
impressive array of memorabilia
including surviving letters, papers,
photographs, petitions. diaries, oral
histories, awards and honors.

"This is the culmination of a huge
effort by many people to honor the
Tuskegee Airmen. They have earned
it. They deserve it," said Jackson.
University archivist Chuck
Wilson say the hope is the public ,
will come away from the collection
with a greater sense of history and
social responsibility.
"The archive has been very well
received by scholars, researchers and
school children. Many 'Of the visitors
leave in awe. It's clearly a history
that must be told." Links to the exhibition housed in the library 's Special
Collections Department can also be
viewed
on line
at
http://library.ucr.edu/?view+tuskege
ell inks.html.
The national fight for recognition
gathered momentum in 2005 when
U.S. Rep Charles Rangel (D-NY)
and Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich) introduced legislation to give the forn1er
airmen the congressional gold
medal. Smith served on the historic
gold medal committee.
On April I J , 2005 by unanimous
decision Congress voted to recognize the revolutionary airmen who
helped change the structure of the '
United States military and paved the
way for the civil rights movement.
Using funds from his foundation
Smith designed a replica of the
Congressional Gold Medal. The
crystal commemorative served as the
cornerstone of a recent UCR celebration honoring the airmen .
Smith believes Americans can
learn a lot about honor and self
determination from the plight of the
airmen, as General Daniel 'Chappie'
James would say, "This is my country, I love her, I'll protect her, I will
not stop until she treats me the way
she should ."
March 29 Col. Ralph Smith will
stand in the Capitol rotunda and gaze
at the official gold medal. " I'm
going to look into the eyes of those
heroes who lived to see the day and
feel a deep sense of pride. They '
dared not to fail. They never gave
up. They never gave up."

HE'S COMING
TO THE BLACK
VOICE NEWS
Joseph C. Phillips

Send Your Answer along with your name, phone number, and
address to:
Promotions@blackvoicenews.com
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The Difference Between Opinion And Fact

A·erobic
Walking
Dear Dr. Levister: Is it true that
walking is better than jogging for
aerobic exercise? KF.
Dear KF. I'm a great proponent
of walking. Not only is it almost
equal to jogging in terms of getting
your heart pumping, but I think
research eventually ,will show that
it's superior in terms of overall
health benefits. There are many reasons to prefer walking \o just about
any other forms of exercise . First of
all, everyone knows how to do it
and it doesn 't require any equipment. Second, you can do it anywhere. Third the risk of injury is far
less than for any other kind of aerobic exercise .
With running, the r_isk of injury is
high. Runners who go for endorphin highs often run through warning pain -- then wind up being
unable to exercise at all. They also
are more likely to be exercise
addicts .
Walking can be rejuvenating or
meditative and re laxing. Take a
morning walk to get the body ready
for performing daily activities . Or
in the afternoon take a walk to quiet
the mind before bed. Take along an
I-Pod or device to listen to music or
meditative sounds i.e. ocean waves,
bird calls, wind, or even "white
noise' . The sounds will help you
focus on your body movements or
allow your .mind to get lost. Be
careful not to become distracted.
Accidents are always lurking whenever you Walk.
Walking exercises your brain as
well as yo ur body; its cross patterned moveme nt (right arm moves
forward with the left leg) generates
harmonizing e lectrical activity in
the brain .
Find a pair of good walking
shoes with cushioned soles.
Experiment -- find out what works
for you. Maintain good posture and
be sure to swing your arms as you
go . Twenty-fi ve to forty-five minutes of walking a day is a good
place to start. Do it at least three to
four times a week.

visit us online
blackvoicenews .com

Kris

BENZ
I'mmm Baaack! ! !!! !! Did you miss
me???? Well I missed you of course.
I am glad to be back with you. I
have been . involved in several events
these past 3 weeks and have not had
the opportunity to sit down and write
an article. But, decided that I must
stop for a moment and try and catch
you up with what's going on in the
desert.

Mark Your Calendars! !!!
The African American Chamber of
Commerce Palm Springs presents'the
3rd Annual Awards and Installation
Dinner on Saturday May 12th at 6pm.
This will be a unique event. This
year 's the me is "Taking It Back
Home" 70 's style.
Actor Malik Yoba will be the
Keynote Speaker this year and
Actress :fanya Wright will be the
Mistress of Ceremonies.
There will be a Southern Style
Buffet for your enjoyment. The dress
for this event will be ·" Relaxed but
Impressive". 70 's attire is encouraged.
'For more information feel free to
contact the AACCPS at 760-7785747
or
by
email
at
info @aaccps.com.
On Your Mark! Get Set! Walk!!!! !

There are some key elements to
stay mindful of during the inevitable
disagreement among loved ones. A
thoughtless slip of the tongue can
render a relationship beyond repair.
We should consider before launching
an argument or accusation the difference between what is opinion or suspicion and what is an indisputable
fact. For instance if a man is with his
wife in a restaurant and she observes
him glancing at an attractive woman
sitting across the room , her first
instinct mi ght be that he lusts for the
woman. However, her instinct that
he lusts is an opinion or her suspicion not a fact unless he says so.
However the indisputable fact is that
~e was glancing in the direction of

Richard 0 .

JONES
the woman. Later that night the wife
claims that she has been disrespected
and accuses her husband of flirting
and lusting after anqther woman.
At this point she is a self-proclaimed mind reader and arguing on
the grounds that she knows his
thoughts. The husband denies his

lust for the other woman and claims
that he was only innocently admiring
the nice outfit or the picture on the
wall behind the woman , which causes the wife to accuse him of being a
liar- after all , she is a mind reader.
How can such a situation be amiabl y resolved?
Both parties should admit some
culpability to the crisis. Without
falsely admitting guilt the husband ·
should ad mit his actions were
thoughtless and he should apologize.
H e should show empathy for his
wife's position. Perhaps the other
woman was indeed attractive, which
is a source of insecurity to most
wives . The wife on the other hand
m ust ad mit that she's no mind reader

and that she was coming from a
place of past experiences with
unfaithfu l men, or has deep-seated
beliefs that all men are dogs, or personal i'nsecurity issues. She also
must realize that the glance once or
twice is no disrespect to her, however to gawk would be. She should
apologize for being presumptuous .
In another scenario a husband and
wife are sitting at the table having
breakfast. The man is reading the
paper and the woman humming a
tune while she eats . The man tells
her to quit because it's disturbing
him.
The woman tries to momentarily
cease but soon she relaxes and subconsciously the humming returns.

This time the man bitterly accuses
her of purposely making that disr ·
gusti ng noise to disturb him. {-le "
presents as proof that she does it
every morning while he's reading his "
paper and she purposely doing it to .
bother him. Which is fact and which ::
is opinion? The facts are that th~'
woman is humming, and the soun{ '
disturbs the man. The opinion how~ •,
ever is that she 's humming to disturb '
the man. Just because he· said stop
doesn 't mean the she can auto~ati- .,
cally cease a habit that she may have ,
had for decades. For him to argue his,~
opinion is presumptuous and should .'
not continue.

European Paradigms
After ancient Greeks bon;owed their
civilization and cultural concepts from
Africa, they routinely made profound
and anti-humanity changes in its philosophy--changes conforming to Greek
paradigms and world views-changes
switching from the spiritual to the material; from the general to the specific; and
often from the philosophical to the practical. Nevertheless, Plato thoughtfully
played with the African's Amenta Ideas
of Forms or Shapes. He said that there
are absolute World Forms (or Ideals) of
certain basic things in the Universe as,
for example, Beauty. This Ideal of
Beauty becomes a standard--meaning
that all things in the Universe considered
beautiful must conform (or strive to conform) to the standard if they are truly to
possess that quality. Calling his Ideas
(e.g. Beauty) models on which are pat-

Juanita

BARNES

terned things of the phenomenal world
(i.e. that which can be observed), he said
these Ideas were samples of similar
Ideas (or Forms) and were also originals
proposed for imitation by artists or scientists. Thereafter, the Western "para-

digm" came to mean an ideal standard that serves as a model or pattern - a standard to hold up as a guidea standard pattern against which similar
patterns can be compared. In other
words, an ancient Western paradigm was
(and is) anything that effectively
explains or demonstrates a complex
idea; or that lays out a process; or that
makes a presentation considered typical
or representative.
For example, around 140 AD the
Greek astronomer Ptolemy formulated
the European paradigm !hat !he Earth
was the center of the udi verse-a belief

heart of love, I contribute to the
orderly outworking of every situation. The love and peace within
me. radiate from me as the focus of
my conversation and actions.
"Above all clothe yourselves
with Jove, which binds everything
together in perfect harmony"
Colossians 3:14

A DAILY MOTIVATOR: "HARHELLO MORENO VALLEY
MONY" From a peaceful heart, I,
am, contributing to the Harmony
T he M ore no Va lley Black
in my world . I bring harmony to C ha mber
of
Commerce
my own relationships and experi- . Communit}' Foundation is having
ences by living from the love of a
"Yo uth
Work
For ce
God within me . Love is power that Development Program" for ages
bonds me with others in harmo- 14-24 . The focus 'will be: Business
nious relationships and peaceful Skill s,
Leade rship
and
activities. Wherever the love of Community Service, E duc ation
God is shared there is harmony in Pla n & Career Ex ploratio n ,
each day, in thoughtful, caring Finandal Literacy Seminars, Job
ways . I contribute to the harmony Preparedness Skills, Life skills
in my home, my work p lace, and and Pe rsonal De ve lopment. T heir
my community. My thoughts are mission is to provide youth with
harmonious and in sync with the skills necessary to become prop eace of God- a peace that brings duc tive and independe nt adults
balance and restores hope wherev- and contribute to the area's ecoer I may be and with all my inter- nomic growth. A certificate of
actions. With my mind at peace I comple tion is gi ve n after com pletthink clearly and f airly. From a ing the program . For information

Starting Saturday, May 5th at
9:00am until Sunday, M ay 6th
9:00am the American Cancer Society
presents "Relay For Life" Palm
Springs. This event will take place at
Palm Springs High School. We are
looking for volunteers and participants (TEAMS) to help "Fight" the
War on Cancer.
If you or someone you know is
interested in combating this disease,
please
contact
me
at
relay@aaccps.com for more information.
Juneteenth Celebration!!! !
It's time to let your hair go!! ! For
those of you who have attics and/or
basements, get your dust rags out and
head to them. Its time to dig out some
of those old outfits you are still hanging on to. On Saturday June 16th.
Family Health and Support Network
(FHSN) and the African American
Chamber of Commerce Palm Springs
(AACCPS) will bring you our 1st
70 's Costume Party. This will be a
yearly event.
Help us make thi s a night to
remember. We have teamed up to
raise money for JOO foster kids to go
. on a summer fishing trip.
But we need your support. ·,
Where are my REAL CARD
PLAYERS???? We w ill have Bid
Whist, Spades, Tonk and Domino
contests. So get your partners and
head on o ut to Palm Springs fo
BRAGGING RIGHTS.!!!'
There will be all types of contests
on this night . Plenty of prizes and raffles .

that remained virtually unchallenged for
1300 years. Despite earlier Ancient
Africans--and even a few Europeans-showing evidence to the contrary, the
church still embraced this false belief.
European University professors who felt
threatened by !he new discoveries united
with the church to crush the truth. A
Paradigm Shift occurred when Newton
published (I 687) supporting evidence
that the Earth does indeed circle the sun.
Thereafter, the basic idea of a paradigm
designating a typical example or model
to be replicated or followed was extended into technical, religious, sociological ,
and literary realms. As concepts inside
the word "Paradigm" unfolded, its significance as a social term profoundly
increased because it determined the
color of the lens through which every
individual and society viewed (and

views) choices, problems and the world.
Examples: Socially;the paradigm that
considers·individual freedom the highest
social value determines the way in
which people in the USA think and talk
about politics and economics. A purely
materialist paradigm sees life as !he
interaction of physical objects with no
God principle at work. A religious paradigm has become a model or understanding that sees life as governed by
God or some principle that is the ultimate cause of everything. A scientific
achievement, to acquire the status of a
paradigm, must offer sufficiently convincing resolutions of previously recognized problems to attract the agreement
of enough specialists to form the core of
a 'new consensus. More objectively, in
English grammar the paradigm of the
verb "to be" is: I am; you are; he is; we

contact: (951) 697-7772 or mvbccf@yahoo.com . Moreno Valley
get youth into this program.

m> Reception/Networking 6:007:30 p .m. Fashion Show 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are going fast. Come out
Moreno Va lley and have a very
elegant evening.

T he 49th annual "STYLISH LY
HOT EBONY FASHION SH OW"
and the "7th An nual E bony
Fashion Show" to be held in
Ri verside County at the Moreno
Valley P ark & Community
Conference Center at 1407 5
Frederick Street. Regular tickets
are $40.00 to $55.00 . For ticket
information: (95 1)656-5820 or
(95 1)697 -7772 or www.ebonyf as h i o n f a i r . \ .. om
<http://www.ebon yfashionfair.co

Moreno Valley as a member of
Cathedral of Praise International
Mi nistries, I i nvite yo u to come
and share with us for o ur "5th
ANNUAL HARV EST CONFERENCE". We wo uld love•for you to
hear some wonderful men and
women mi nis_ter. Pastor Sheryl
B rady, Bisho p Liston page ,
Bishop George Bloomer and our
very own, Bishop Craig . W.

I went to a fri ends birthday party at
Tony's Pasta Mia in Downtown Palm
Springs. On Tony's Menu he was
offering Bar B Q Ribs. Right!!!! Well
let me tell you one thing. They served
the BpST RIBS I have ever
eaten!!! !!! ! I'm talking about fall of
the bone good. Tony's sauce was
excellent.
I have eaten in Tony's on several
occasions and give Tony's Pasta Mia
5 Fat Forks. So if you happen to be in
Downtown Palm Springs make sure
th at you .stop by Tony' s Pasta Mia at
360 N. Palm Canyon Drive or make
sure that you call in a reservation at
760-327-1773.
Cars! Cars! Cars!
Would you like to buy your next
car at a wholesale price? Would you
like to pay what the dealers pay?
Would you like to actually shop
where the dealers shop and have a
better variety to choose fro m? Would
you like to save thousands of dollars?
If you answered yes to one of these
questions, then give me a call at 760660-35 17 or visit my website at
www.whatchaneed.net.
I can get you a car without paying
retail . I also work with 12 different
finan~e companies that can work with
alm ost anyone. Give me a call before
your next purchase . Compare prices
with WhatChaNeed .Net , it doesn't
cost you anything to get a better price.
Remember, If I Can 't Get It , You
Don' t Need Tt!!! f
On that note, I will end this article
until the next time. Visit my website
at www.whatchaneed.net or call me at
760-660-35 17.

I have found the Ribs!! !!

Subscribe & Advertise

Joseph C.
Phillips
Look out
for his
.·weekly
column
r

are. The pronouns I, you, he, and we can ,,
substitute for each ocher and thus com1
prise a paradigm. A class of elements so
related (' paracjigmatically') co~stitutes l;l '
system-which here is a pronoun sys: "
tern. This particular grammatical pattern '
embraces a full survey of all •forms of '
nouns, adjectives, verbs, or any other '
word that can be inflected.
website: jablifeskills.com
Joseph A. Bailey, II , M.D.

,,

Johnson, and Ms. Tina W heeler ·'•
will be presenting . The musical I
guests will be F irst Lad y '
Shervonne We lls, Tim "Bishop" "
Brown and the "M iracle Mas's
Cho ir and COPIM's own Minister Randall Dillon . Located at 152'1--' ·
South R iverside Ave . R ialto·•/''
March 28th -30th and APRIL 1th '
2007 . For information: (909) 874~"
8676 ext 35.
.J
.. r

BE BLESSED

J.B.
J

.,

•
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Red Holloway Gives World
Gift Of His Musical Mastery
By Taylor Jordan
When his uncle lost a real estate agent for his business operations,
world culture gained the gift of James "Red" Holloway's extraordinary musical talents.
The master saxophoni t and his distinctively hard-driving, rhythmically riveting tenor sounds will be among the music filling the ·
over the Hollywood Bowl June 16 and 17 for the 29th annual
Playboy Jazz Festival.
The tenor titan will be the guest of honor for festival fans' celebration of his 80th birthday and significant contributions to jazz fo
more than six decades. Singer Kevin Mahogany and pianist Taylor:
Eigsti will be among the special guests saluting Holloway's genius
and generosity.
"Now l can't envision my life without music, without jazz,"
Holloway said during a pre-festival interview at the Playboy
Mansion.
His penchant for music may be biologically assured, some seemingly ONA guarantee that he - like his pianist/mother Esther, violinist/father James Holloway Sr., drummer/son Steve. singing daughter
Denice and guitarist/son James ill - would be musically inclined.
The talent that began in childhood and blossomed during his
teenage years would become influential and recognizable to music
fans worldwide.
But music as a professional choice almost got sidetracked by practicality.
Holloway spent his formative years in his native Arkansas before
the family moved to Chicago. He was 12 when he settled on the
tenor saxophone as his instrument of choice after experimenting
with several other instruments in elementary school bands. His skills
steadily e calated and by the time he reached Du Sable High School
he had developed exhilarating rifts and rhythms. a young lion play~
ing beside alto-al o-about-to-be historically and culturally famou
saxophonist Johnny Griffin.
The musically stellar duo would follow separate but similar path
to international fame. Griffin went immediately to vibraphonist
giant Lionel Hampton's big band after graduating from Du Sabi
while Holloway was picked at age 16 for bassist Eugene Wright's
band. Red's first professional stage was Chicago's Parkway
Ballroom.
The adult attitudes of his day revolved around the question, "So
you want to be a musician, but what kind of real work do you plan
to do?" Holloway's uncle owned real estate ·companies in Detroit
and Chicago, so he tried that "real-job" hat on as a business choice.
His head thought of property value~ and sales - for one month only
- but his heart clung to its love of jazz.
"My uncle said 'Son, you're not interested in this. Go on and play
your music. When you get tired, come on back.' But I never came
back," he said, his big, trademark mile making his mouth and eye
chuckle.
·
Even an obligatory three-year stint in the Army didn't delay his
music. His chops on tenor allowed him to play in an Anny jazz band,
dually satisfying his military duty and personal desire.
"When I was a youngster, young Black males could be a barber. a
Pullman porter, a lawyer or doctor if your parents had money, or a
imp," he said, partly joking but intentionally serious. "I was too
nervous to be a pimp. And I also respected women too muc~ to be
mean to them and loved my mother, so pimping was a dead idea. I
always loved music ~d making people happy. When I perfonned, I
liked people singing along. If there were no particular lyrics to the
piece. they could just sing yeah, yeah, yeah. It made perfect sense to
me to become a musician.
"Music not onJy makes people happy, it brings different kinds of'
people together to celebrate their common love of music,• Holloway
seriously su11T1iscd. "And among people who suffer poverty, no matter what color they are, music is a way to forget about cares and
woes and be happy in the moment."
Holloway. thankfully, didn't become a real-estate agent or pimp,
but he did play in a burlesque house band for three years after being
discharged from the Army.
"This house was for the gangsters and politicians," he said, mischievously suggesting there was a thin line between the two professions. "It was in Calumet City. about• 15 miles from Chicago. The
police raided it and arrested the mayor and the gangsters, but not the
musicians."
The raid was a powerful hint for Holloway to seek more tradition. al performance venues. The decision to do so would take him all
over the world as a leader and sizzling sideman.
"I've played with a whole lotta people." he modestly said.
Those "people" have included an impressive list of master musicians. pioneers and legends.
Instantly recognizable name. on it include jazz's Yusef Lateef,
, Dexter Gordon, Clark Terry. Diu,y Gillespie, Milt Jackson, Ray
Brown, Cedar Walton. Billy Higgins, Joe
Williams. George Benson, Eddie "Cleanhead" Vinson, Joh
Mayall, Ben Webster, Lionel Hampton, Sonny RoHins, Lester
Young, Jimmy Rushing, Blue Mitchell, Billie Holiday, Sonny Stitt,
David "Fathead'' Newman, Plas Johnson, Ernestine Anderson,
Monty Alexander and organ giants Brother Jack McDuff, Jimmy
Smith, Jimmy McGriff and Dr. Lonnie Smith.
An appreciation for good music and the dexterity to play it
prompted performances with rhythm-and-blues pioneer Lloyd Price
during the "Personality" and "Stagger Lee" years. Queen of Soul
' Aretha Franklin, rhythm-and-blues high priestess Etta James and
blues legends Muddy Waters, B.B. King, Roosevelt Sykes, Junior
Par:i<,er and John Mayall.
One of Holloway's most precious musical moments involved
playing with Duke Ellington during the inaugural p_arty for magaine mogul John H. Johnson's launching of Jet and Ebony publications.
''Duke and alto great Johnny Hodges were the special musical
guests. Johnson asked Duke to play something and he sat down at
the piano to play 'A Train.' He looked at me and said 'Come on an
play with me,' and don't you know I did," Holloway joyous]
recalled.
Celebrating his 80th birthday in May, he continues to do well at
what he does best: play rrtusic. It still satisfies his soul and gives
meaping to life, he said.
"People still think I can play sax, so they call me up," he said,
laughing. "I can't complain. I've had a good life and l owe it all to
the good Lord."

Jamie Foxx

Jamie Foxx To Perform "Unpredictable" Night Of
Comedy &Music At Fantasy Springs Resort Casino
The Black Voice News

IN0IO

Comedian and Academy Award
winner Jamie Foxx ("Dreamgirls,"
"Ray" and "[n Living Color"), will
perform a comedy and mu ic concert, his fust Palm Spring -area
appearance at the Fantasy Springs
Resort Casino Special Events
Center. Tickets for the "Jamie Foxx:
Unpredictable 2007" tour priced at

$139, $99, $89 & $49 are on sale at
the Special Events Center box
office, charge by phone at (760)
342-5000 or (800) 827-2946 or
online at www.fan,ta y pringsreort.com
<http;//www.fantay pringsresort.com> . •,
Foxx is launching ·:a 30-city
national arena and theatre .tour per(orming songs from his hit album
"Unpredictable." His performance
will be a combination of songs and

comedy with Foxx returning to his
roots.
Foxx won an Academy Award for
Be t Actor in 2005 for his portrayal
of the legendary Ray Charles in the
Taylor Hackford-directed biopic
"Ray." In addition to winning the
0 car, Foxx swept the Golden
Globes, Screen Actors Guild (SAG),
BAFTA, and NAACP Image
Awards, as well as numerous critics
a"".ards, for his performance in

"Ray."
Currently, Foxx stars with
Beyonce Knowles in the film
"Dreamgirls," the movie version of
the stage play that is loosely based
upon the lives and care·ers of
Motown act, The Supremes. Foxx
has been cast as Curtis Taylor Jr, the
manager who leads the · female
singing group, The Dreamettes, to
fame and fortune.
Also in 2005, Foxx garnered
Oscar, Golden Globe, SAG Award,
BAFTA Award, and Image Award
nominations in the category of Best
Supporting Actor for his work in
Michael Mann's dramatic thriller
"Collateral ," in ' which he starred
with Tom Cruise. This marked the
first time that a single actor has
received three Golden Globe nominations and four SAG Award nominations in the same year. Foxx 1s
al o the first African-American actor
to be nominated for two Oscars in
the same year, and is only the second
man in history to receive two acting
Oscar nominations in the same year
for two different movles.
In addition to his work in front of
the camera, Foxx is enjoying a thriving music career. His first fulllength
solo
music
album,
Unpredictable (on J Records) ,
topped the charts in late December
2005 and early 2006. It held the #1
spot for five weeks and sold more
than one million units in 20 days. In
2005, Foxx earned two Grammy
Award nominations, one for his single, "Creepin' ," on the album So
Amazing: An All-Star Tribute to
Luther Vandross, and another for his
work with Kanye West on the single
"Gold Digger." Foxx first ·came to
fame as a comedian.
· After spending time on the comedy circuit, he joined Keenan Ivory
Wayans, Jim Carrey, Damon
Wayans and Tommy Davidson in the
landmark Fox sketch comedy series
"In Living Color." In 1996, he
launched his own series, "The Jamie
Foxx Show." Foxx not only starred
on the series but was the co-creator
and executive producer, and also
directed several episodes.

Blues And Jazz Legends Headline Playboy's 29th Outing
By Taylor Jordan
Acknowledging the legendary
links between jazz and blues, the
29th annual Playboy Jazz
Festival's headliner list puts
rhythm-and-blues high priestess
Etta James and blues icon Buddy
Guy on the Hollywood Bowl
main stage.
It is doubtful frantic fans could
emotionally survive the steamy,
scintillating storm of Guy and
James on the same day, so festival producers present Buddy on
the June 16 line-up while James
talces center stage on June 17.
Other artists on the Saturday
show include Afro-Cuban and
salsa singer Issac Delgado, the
Count Basie ·orchestra conducted by Bill Hughes, the James
Carter Organ Trio, Grammy
winning trumpeter Chris Botti,
African
singing
ensation
Angeliqu'e Kidjo, Latin jazz
multiple instrumentalist Johnny
Polanco and Y Su Conjunto
Amistad and the Eagle Rock
High School Jazz Band directed
by Greg Samuel.
Master saxophonist, Dizzy
Gillespie protege and multiple
Grammy winner Phil Woods will
lead a Saturday ensemble featur~ng Bill Charlap, Brian Lynch,
Steve Gilmore and Bill Goodwin
musically interpreting the bebop
magic of Charlie Parker and
Dizzy Gillespie.
. Trumpeter Randy Brecker and
saxophonist Bill Evans' Saturday
set - with sizzling sidemen
f{iram- Bullock, Dave Kikoski,
Victor Bailey and Rodney
Holmes - will most likely
include a nostalgic tribute to
Randy's brother, the late great
saxophonist Michae Brecker, a
trendsetter who posthumously
won two 2007 Grammy for the
latest Randy and Michael collaboration, "Some Skunk Funk."
Carter returns to the Saturday
stage for another anticipated

dynamite performance with Cos
of Good Music, Cosby's all-star
choices this year featuring drummer Ndugu Chancier, bassists
Ron Johnson and Dwayne
Burno , pianist Larry Willi , saxophonist Vincent Herring, trumpeter Jeremy Pelt and guitarist
Ray Parker Jr.
Sunday headliners with Etta
James include the world preSandoval 's
Mambo Mania
Big
Band,
trumpeter/composer Terence
Blanchard, Red
Holloway's 80th
birthday celebration with special
guests
Kevin
Mahogany
and
Taylor Eigsti, young
·lion pianist Eigsti leading
his own quartet and singer
Dianne Reeves.
Bassist-

i s t

Marcus Miller,
Nathan and the
Zydeco Cha Chas of New
Orleans fame, Malcolm JamalWarner's Miles . Long and
Norman Brown's Summer Storm
featuring Pebo Bryson , Jeff
Lorber and Marion Meadows
round out the Sunday show.
Tickets are still available for
the musical extravaganza running non-stop - thank to a double-sided rotating stage courtesy
of festival founder Hugh Hefner

..

- from 2:30 to 11 p.m. June 16
and 2 to 10:30 p.m. June 17.
Favorite personality Bill Cosby
returns as master of ceremonies
for the shows produced by
George Wein with Darlene Chan
as associate producer.
Tickets are available by calling (3 10) 450-1173 or visiting
the Hollywood Bowl box office
or Ticketmaster. Ticket order
forms can also be downloaded
from the Web site www.playboyjazz.com. All patrons, including
children, must have a ticket for
admission to the bowl.
No .smoking is allowed inside
the theater seating area and safety and fire regulations
require all containers
1.nd coolers be

. es high and
22
inches
long. No kegs,
pony kegs or
pariy balls of
beer
are
allowed past the
ticket gate Onsite parking reservations and parkand-ride information
may be obtained by calling (323) 850-2000.
Wein's illness from a bad
head cold required associate producer Darlene Chan to announce
the line-up for the paid Playboy
Jazz Festival concerts at the
bowl and the free community
concerts presented by the festival board at various venues in
the greater Los Angeles metro
area. Chan mixed mirth and serious banter during her admittedly
reluctant speech before print and
broadcast journalists and per-

formance artists during a press
conference at the Playboy
Mansion.
Chan captured the crowd's
immediate attention when she
voiced disappointment about
missing Wein's second version
of "Just A Gigolo" as the octogenarian musician and producer
had promised at the 200q press
conference. He will recover
from his cold in time to celebrate
his 82nd birthday in April with a
Lincoln Center concert performance in New York City, she
added.
"We've been doing Playboy
Jazz Festival in Los Angeles
since day l . We hope to do
the festival for a long time if I
don't blow it today· by talking
too much," Chan jokingly commented.
She then went on to cite the
return of veteran giants, legends
and pioneers and the first-timt;
appearances by internationally
acclaimed artists and new talents. These artists and others
from past years, she said,
·p rompted people to vote Playboy
Jazz Festival as the best major
outdoor venue in the city.
Chan additionally appealed to
artists and fans to garner support
for talented teens and young
artists , noting many of them
evolve into master musicians
and new legends. Previous
young performers who've played
Playboy Jazz press conferences,
community concerts and bowl
shows include pianists Gerald
Clayton and Patrice Rushen,
drummer Ndugu Chancier,
bassist Christian McBride, saxophonists James Carter, Craig
Handy, Antonio Hart and Joshua
Redman, bluesmen Stevie Ray
Vaughan and Keb' Mo', percussionist T.S. Monk and singers
Dianne
Reeves,
Bobby
Mcferrin, Renee Olstead and
Lizz Wright.
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Calendar compiled by Vanessa
Brown IE Community Calendar

Chalise Productions presents
, Chicago Steppin at its finest
3/22/2007 6:00 pm. Location: 168 'w.
Willow St, Pomona CA 91768.
(Garey Park Plaza at Willow & Garey
- in the Sav-On / Smart & Final parking lot). $10.00 per person· $15.00
wr couple PER SESSION. Contact:
Charlene Fowler for additional information 909.477.7735

PURPOSE. ' PAMPERING &
PROSPERITY
THURSDAYS
3/22/2007 6:30 pm. Location:
Carrow's Restaurant, 493 N. Main St.
Corona, CA 92880. Contact:
951 .712.9792
World Ventures 3/22/2007 7:00
pm. Location: Wealth Building
Institu,te. 9233 Charles Smith Drive,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730. Tel:
1 877 4 WEALTH. Make a
Living ....LlVlNG! More lnfo:
www.thewealthbuildinginstitute.ws

Thursday, March 22, 2007

..

years. His fust album; "In My Own Location: Grand Terrace Library. For
Words", has sold over three-million · more information, contact Melinda
copies. A master storyteller, he has Sewer Muganzo, ATM-B, CL,
written songs for many multi-plat- President at (909) 370-3660!
inum recording artists. Tickets: $25,
$35 and $45
Upscale Fridays at Twins Jazz
Club 3/23/2007 9:00 pm. For "the
Unleashing the Diva Within Grown and Sexy."
Location: Twins, 10134 Foothill
Conferences presents "Taking that
First Step" 3/23/2007 12:00 am. Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga, CA. Tel:
Location: Holiday Inn Carlsbad by Henry Andrade - 951/662-1382, Tim
the Sea, Grand Ball Room, 850 - 951/538-8122, Cha Cha - 951/453Palomar Airport Road, Carlsbad, CA 4228
92008. Regular Conference Pricing:
$45.00 - Friday Only
Keeping it Real Women's
$65.00 - Saturday Only; $95.00 - Conference - 'Living Your Life Like
Both days. Register at www.unleash- It's Golden' 3/24/2007 8:00 am.
ingthediva.com or call 760-215-6501 Conference Host: Dr. Gloria Morrow.
Location: Doubletree Hotel & Spa,
Spring into Toastmasters (a public 555 West.Foothill Blvd., Claremont,
speaking organization) · 3/23/2007 CA. Registration Fee: $100.00 on or
7:00 am. To enhance your public before 1/31/07. $125.00 after
speaking skills, enjoy opportunities 1/31/07. Tel: (909) 985-3773.
for networking,' feel free, to join us .

Argosy University. .
. l

.

TIRED OF PAVING RENT WITH
NO TAX WRITE-OFFS?
Do You Knovv•••
•
There is a , State Bond Program to
assist you with 100% Financing?
•
Plus 3% Down Payment Assistance .
•
Low FICA Is okay.
•
First Time Buyers.
•
No Reserves are Required.
•
Cannot have owned Property in the

CIARA with Special Guest Ne-Yo
3/22/2007 8:00 pm. San Manuel
brings two of R&B 's brightest young
stars to the IE. Since her debut album,
"Goodies", less than three years ago,
21-year-old CIARA has earned four
Grammy nominations, five ASCAP
awards, two MTV Video awards, and
the prestigious Soul Train Entertainer
of the Year award. Grammy-nominated, 23-year-old singer/songwriter NeYo possesses talent way beyond his

last 3 years.

EducationThat Works
At Argosy University, our degree programs

in Psychology; Education and Business
have helped working professionals succeed
for over 30 years.
Learn how to earn your bachelor's, master's
or doctorate degree and still have time for
your family.

You Now Have Choices. • •
RIVERSIDE
FONTANA

You select the right blend of classes to fie
your busy lifestyle.
'
• Evening and weekend courses
• Scholarships, Grants and Financial Aid
available for those who qualify
• Accredited*

Come to our Information Session on
Monday, March 26th at 6:30 p.m.

'Mc'Kay's 'Fami{y 'Mortuary

ARG} SY.
UNIVERSITY·

Call 1. 866.217.9075 or visit argosyu. edu/ie

No Family Will Be Turned Away
Full Funeral Services

'

Now Serving You With Two Locations

'

Argosy University/Inland Empire An approved degree site

Aftercare Burial Cremation

Chapel of Palms

2001 3rd Streett- Unit A

16918 Baseline Ave.

Riverside, CA 92007 ·
·

#FD 1917

636 East Brier Drive I Suite 235 I San Bernardino, CA 92408

Fontana, CA 92336

.

'Argosy Uniwrsity is'actredi1ed by tho Higher Leaming Commission and a member of ti., North Central Association (NCA)130 North LaSalle Street. Suite 2400. Chicauo. ll 60602,
1.800.621 .7440. www.ncahlc.org!. © 2:)01 by Alllosy University®

#FD 1831

(951) 683-51_78

909-822-9595
' 1 '

Don't Miss our

BEST PRICE EVER

o-n·The Charter Bundle!
Now through March 21st!
FOR A UMITED. TIME, save BIG oo great TV entertainment
for the whole family, blazing-fast Internet and unlimited
nationwide long distance calling. All for our LOWEST PRICE
EVER - guar~nteed for a full year when you get The Charter
Bundle. But you have to hurry!
Charter Cable TV® - Stay informed about what's happening
in your area and get your local networks. Enjoy all your favorite
broadcast shows, plus channels including the Home Shopping
Network and more.

Charter High-Speed'M Internet 3.0 - Download files, video,
music, shop, and play games with 3Mbps of blazing-fast speed.
And, get the extra security and features you need with Charter
High-Speed Internet Security Suite®!

Charter Telephone'" - Get unlimited nationwide coiling in the
U,S., Canada and Puerto Rico, along with l O popular c alling
features, All for one low price. ·•

Get all three services for one incredible price.
All from one company.

Hurry! .Call today ·1-877-SAVE 011
or visit •Cha.rter.com This offer ends March 21st!**
I

•

,

qcharter
Cable • -Internet • Telephone

©2007 Charter Communications. ··otter valid until 4/21/07. ·Residential customers only. Offers valid to new customers only. To be considered a new customer, customer must not have subscribed to Charter
Cable TV and/or Charter High-Speed,lnternet 3.0 within the previous 90 days (30 days for Charter Telephone) and customer must have no outstanding obligation to Charter. Some offers are coritingent upon
receipt of all services in a particular "bundled" package price. Customers who do not elect to receive part of the bundled package, or who discontinue one or more of the bundled qualifying services, may no longer
be eligible to receive thepromotional or bundled discount. Standard rates apply after promotional period ends and vary depending on location. Programming lineup may .vary by market. Offer includes free Charter
High-Speed Internet Self-Install kit. Installation or activation of outlet, if required, is billed at regular rates. Prpfessional installation of Charter High-Speed Internet is $49.99. Charter does not guarantee data will
be secure. Internet access speeds may vary. A cable modem, set-top box_and network card may be required at installation. ln$tallation extra. Activation of service may be subject to credit approval, deposit or
prepayment and requires a valid service address and social security number or major credit card. All pricing and services provided are subject to the.terms of subscriber agreement and are subject to change.
, Taxes and tees extra and vary depending on location and service(s) ordered. Equipment charges may apply. Charter reserves the right to determine the level of service to which this offer applies. Installation of
Charter Telephone at no charge includes only primary line and one jack. Charter reserves the right to review and terminate service for non-residential use or abuse of service. Taxes, fees, and surcharges extra.
Unlimited long distance only available to local service customers and includes the U.S. Canada, and Puerto Rico only, Direct dial calls only; directory assistance calls not included in unlimited rates. Offer cannot
be combined with other offers. Other restrictions may apply. Pricing subject to change with appropriate notice to customers. Call or visit charter.com for full details. oo0ms;
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Circus Vargas Returns With-An All-New
2007 Show To The Inland Empire!
The Black Voice Newi
INLAND EMPIRE

iijle Fornasaris are from Italy, 6th
~neratic;m circus performers and
'they wiH do a Matador bull fight;,;g comedy act:

Ted McRae (Ringmaster, Snake Whisperer)From USA first time as a
Ringmaster with the Vargas Show. Work before for 4 years as a
Ringmaster and Allegators trainer with Ringling Bros

.•

• CIRCUS
VARGAS,
;tmerica's Favorite Big Top
Qircus, is returning to three
focations in the · lnli,md
Empire, in response to the
~arm
and
enthusiastic
(
.
.
:response by the citizens of
the community during our
first
year!
Tabares
Entertainment is presenting
,an entirely new production
for 2007 - once again stress- •
ing FUN family entertain11).ent, ·starring performers
from all over the world ,
working together under a
beautiful striped Big Top in a
' pectacular extravaganza!
, Circus Vargas will be performing in San Bernardino at
the comer of Waterman and
?th Street Friday, March 23rd
pu-ough Sunday April l , followed by shows at the Rialto Nicolette (Hula
I
winning.
Airport, Baseline at Linden,
the Chino
ijairgrounds, Central at
Bd1son, April 12-22.
Friday
. THE NEW SHOW spot- Saturday
lights the unique and electri- Sunday
fying Cube , breathtaking Monday
Tuesday
Roman Rings, sensational
Wednesday
trampoline, brilliant aerial Thursday
ballet, astounding Olympic Friday
high bars, an incredible con- Saturday
tortionist, beguiling dogs & Sunday
cats, Ringmaster and Snake
Whisperer Ted McRae with
his magnificent albino cobra Wednesday
and immense python, an awe- Thursday
some Matador bull-fighting Friday
act, hilarious clown merri- Saturday
ment, and much, much more! Sunday
Monday
AND OF COURSE, the
show will feature the owners
of Circus Vargas, the internationally acclaimed Flying
Tabares, one of the top Flying Thursday
Friday
"Itrapeze acts in the world.
Saturday
; Tickets are on sale by
Sunday
phone at 877/GOTFUN 1 Monday
(877/468-3861), on-line at Tuesday
www.circusvargas.org, or at Wednesday
Thursday
tl;le Circus Box Office

,
ET SALE
PRICE! ·
1 AT THIS PRICE#417264

Hoop act) She is from USA Two time hula hoop award

$,4,750 Dealer Discount
$3,250 Factory Rebate

,....,..,.~.an,d
•

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Waterman at Ninth Street
7:30
March 23
2-;00
4:30
March 24
7:30
i':30
4:00
7:00
March 25
7:00
March 26
No performances
March 27
7:00
March 28
7:00
March 29
7:30
March 30
2:00
4:30
7:30
March 31
1:30
4:00
7:00
April 1
Rialto Airport
Baseline at Linden
April 4
April5
April 6
2:00
4:30
April?
4:00
April 8
1:30
April9

.

$8,000

OFFMSRP!

$4,000 Dealer Discount
$2,500 Factory Rebate

$6,500

7:30
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:00
7:00

OFFMSRP!
MODEL #09316 4 ATTHIS PRICE:
#665505, 11668429, #672405, 6#70353

Chino Fairgrounds
Central at Edison

April 12
April 13
April 14
April 15
April 16
April 17
April 18
April 19
April 20
April2l
April22

2:00
1:30

4:30
4:00

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:00
7:00

No performances

2:00
1:30

4:30
4:00

7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:00

$3,800 Dealer Discount
$1,500 Factory Rebate

$5,30.0
OFFMSRP!

I

I

I

'

RO FOCUS LX - 4-DR, 4-CYL, PREMIUM SOUND, NC, AUTO, FWD, PWR STEERING, #1086

ORD EXPLORER XLT - LOADED, LEATHER, ONLY 54K, NICE CAR, #B358
SAN SENTRA -1.8 S, WHITE, AUTO, FWD, PWR W/US, TILT, CRUISE, PREMIUM SOUND, #9027
RYSLER PT CRUISER - TOURING SPORT WAGON, REAR SPOILER, PWR SN'//L, #27164
SSAN SENTRA - SILVER, POWER EVERYTHING, AUTO, 14K Ml. LIKE NEW! #534755
EVY MONTE CARLO - RED, 20" RIMS. YOU NEED THIS CAR - ITS SHARP! #112131
OGE GRAND CARAVAN · WHITE, LOADED, REAR NC, NICE VAN, GREAT PRICE #44863
SAN MAXIMA SE - V6, SUN ROOF, REAR SPOILER, PREMIUM WHEELSS & SOUND, #81926
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Local Schools Compete.in Championships

.
Photo by Jon Gaede

M1tter Dei takes title again - Mater Dei senior guard Kamron Brown was
t,he Monarchs smooth floor leader in their 9th regional championship,
74-62 over Redondo Beach.

"My people are destroyedfor lackofknowledge" Hosea 4:8

KNOWLEDGE
Financial Seminar

• Getting Out OfDebt ...Budgeting
• Mutual Funds
• Mortgage Lending
•Auto Financing
• Insurance Programs
• StartingASmall Business

f0~;

Saturday, April 7, 2007
8:30am
Ecclesia Christian fellowship

~

'

8:00-8:30 a.m.
8:30- 9:45a.m.
10:00- II :00a.m.
11:15- l2:15p.m.
12:30- I:30p.m.
1:45- 2:30p.m.
2:45'. 3:30p.m.

Registration
•Estate Planning
Michael WBrown Esq.
·Investments
Sanford D. Coggins
Overview ofAfternoon Workshops
Lunch
Session #I Workshops
Session #2 Workshops

- DmO)d llWDfl

.
..
,

..

-Michael W. Brown Esq.
Estate Planning
-Sanford D. Coggins
Investments

$20 for registration card, go to
www.ecclesiachurch.com
$25 at the door

·=·

1314Date Street,
San Bernardino, CA92404

(909) 881 5551
www.ecclesiachurch.com

DIRECTIONS
FromRiverside
91hyE
215 FwyN
30 FwyE
Del Rosa Exit- Right
Date Street- Right
FromRedlaod,/Yucaipa
JOFwyW
Del Rosa Exit- Left
Date Street- Right
From LA/Pomona
iO Fwy E
21SFwyN
30 fwy E
Del Rosa Exit- Right
Date Street-Right

Victor Temple of Deliverance Ministries

@oUTI[ru@ ~@WOW@~ ~@@~
Sun ay, Mardi 25th thru Wednesday, March 28th

--Dlllln·GUIit-CU.W.Nlw'M

Photo by Jon Gaede
Future Brui n - Chase Stanback of Fairfax drives past Westchester's
Oscar Bellfield. Stanback scored 35 and Fairfax wins Division I region-·
al championship.

."

. Photo by Jon Gaede
Norco out gunnned • Norco's
Cierra Windham pulls down a
rebound from Brea's Katherine
Trujillo. Top seeded Brea won by
seven and wlll play for state tile.

WMPIB©lll

Photo by Jon Gaede

Super Freshman - A.B. Miller's Chloe Wells drives on Long Beach
Poly's Brittany Whitehurst during their CIF championship game at
UCLA's Pauley Pavillion .

/"\

Doon op111 It 7d0 p.m. IN JOU thlrll
23932Alessandro Blvd., Moreno Valley, CA. 92553, (951) 653-8831

Visit Us Online
www.blackvoicenews.com
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'. Route 210 opening draws closer, so
,:I ''Come Play on the Freeway!''

1

@lli~@®
~~~~@
Minority owned and operated

The Black Voice News

RIALTO

An official opening date for
Route 210 hasn't been set yet,
but everyone is invited to
"Come Play on the Freeway" ,
on Saturday, June 23. ·
This pre-grand opening celebration will be held right on
the freshly paved freeway
lanes in Rialto and San
Bernardino from 7 a.m. to 1
p.m. The actual opening of the
freeway to drivers will occur
at a later date, so don't miss
.the chance to play now! Keep
·watching thi~ bulletin for official opening updates during
the corning months.
· San Bernardino Associated
Governments, Caltrans, the
cities of Rialto and San
Bernardino, the Rialto and San
Bernardino Chambers of
Commerce, The Sun and a
number of other spon-sors are
hosting the event, which will
feature plenty of familyfriendly activities, including:
With all of these athletic
~ 5K and lOK runs and
events, it's time to start trainwalks
ing now. The run, walk and
·' • Munchkin half rnilers
• 5-rnile and 10-mile bike ride events all require an entry
fee. E_vent proceeds will benerides
fit the Boys and Girls Clubs of
• Classic car show
Rialto and San Bernardino and
' • Booths and exhibits
the American Cancer Society.
• Children's bounce houses
The Rialto Chamber of
• Formal ribbon-cutting
Commerce
will begin ·celeevent
• Unveiling of new bridge brating a day early with a
black-tie gala on the freeway
mural
• Live musical entertain- Friday night to mark theif
100th anniversary.
ment
For. more information about
• Much, much more!
the gala, call the chamber at

coma: 'PIBU~J
1raamau

· the_/lna/e!

0

(909) 875-5364.
A "Come Play on the
Freeway: The Finale" website
is under construction and is
expected to be operating by
March 22. Visit the new website at www.Playonthe210.org
starting March 22 for event
registration
information.
Please revisit the site regularly
for updates. . Registration
forms also will be available at
Don's Bikes,,384 S. Riverside
Ave., Rialto. Come play with

Come in and see
our great deals

We sell ALL makes
and mode-l s
an_
d .,can deliv~r any

usL
V 1

Things to do now that I'm 50.

Vt!hicle for

$0

.

down O.A.C.

Colon cancer is the second leading cancer killer in the U.S. Colon
Ganeer affects both men and women but it can be avoided
altogether by getting tested. Make it your personal goal to get
· checked when you turn 50. That way,.you'll have plenty of time
to get to everything else on your list. Talk to your doctor about
your testing options and call your American Cancer Society any
time, day or night, for a free information kit on colon cancer.

Call
Sherman Jackson or Andrew Harris
fc;,r price quotes on any make,or model.
Including Honda, _Toyota, BMW, MBZ

1-800-551-9331
or come by at
4480.Chino Hills Parkway Chino,·CA 91710

Hope.Progress.Answers. • /

1.800.ACS.2345 /

w ww.cancer.org
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;''Just Do You,'' Is Theme For The Empowering Young Women Conference
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

"Just Do You," is the
theme for the 7th Annual
Empowering Young Women's
Conference to be held on
Saturday, March 24, 2007 ,.
8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., at
Riverside
Community
College located at 4800
Magnolia
Avenue
in
Riverside. This free conference, which includes workshops, a fashion show and an
t\,.pollo-style
Talent
!=ompetition, is designed to
rn.otivate,
educate
and
empower young women, ages
2 - 21 , from the Inland
Empire and surrouu°ding commurut1es. Conference spon~ors include The Riverside
Black History Committee,.
Riverside
Community
College, Kaiser Permanente,
~ogan Building Services ,
~treet Style Positive, and the
YWCA of Riverside County.
~ Conference
coordinator,
Wanda Scruggs, said, "By
attending the Empowering
~oung Women's Conference,
articipants will be inspired,
ncouraged and challenged to
~ high and achieve ·their
c:lreams.
They will also
receive instruction on how to

take care of themsrlves
through self-defense demonstrations. We invite schools;
religious institutions, group
homes and all youth organizations to help us reach young
women so that they may
become more educated and
involved in their own future."
We encourage participation
regardless of color, culture,
race and/or background. The
day will be filled with knowl-.
edgeable speakers, great food,
and valuable information .
And we will have fun as ·well.

The Talent Show is sure to be
entertaining and only 25 contestants will be able to participate. Deadline to sign up for
the talent show is Tuesday,
March 20, 2007.
General
registration will be taken at
the door.
The conference is purposely free, as our goal is to
remove all participation barriers for the young women. We
are inviting the public to
"SPONSOR A GIRL FOR A
DAY" for only $10.00. Your
tax-deductible contribution

has .the potential to impact the
future of one girl for years to
come.
The Empowering Young
Women's Conference will be
led by dynamic keynote
speakers and workshop leaders who are physicians, educators, and professional
women from all walks of life.
Highlighted w~rkshops are
designed for girls and mothers/guardians
alike.
Conference· topics
will
address college and career
preparation, building self-

This Is not Intended as a solicitation of your property if currently
listed for sale
•

BUSINESS GUIDE

I

THIS
COULD
BE

NEED EXTRA MONEY?

A Limo For U

Looking to refinance your home? Would you
like to purchase your own home? Let us lift
you into a loan designed just for YOL!.
Contact Paris @ Higher Ground Lending
909-522-4515

Call Ms. MIiiion at (909) 954-8162

i

•

~YOUR

Be a Sweetheart!

f

a or ma1 in your su scnp 10n an receive e Black Voice News or
r.;;;==;;;;:;:;;::-i weeks in either your home or office.
(please print)

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

f

Cfy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ np _ __

Valentine Special

Ttlopt,oM _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Amount
I Y11r • $40.00
2 Y1111 $72.00
3 Y1111, $96.00
Student Ra1o • $25.00
Senior Cltiztn - $25.00

Book Early!......
4 Hours for the Price of 31
~2 Passenger Tuxedo• 6 Passenger B(aqk

(951) 682-0070

L-ncl &. Ap_r.,... _ ..., Uni.,•
ANY

CONDITION ■

CASH IN 2 4 HAS
CALL TODAY
SELL TO.MORROW!
Avoid The Commission Hassle
We Pay All Clos.i ng Costs!
Avoid Lengthy Delays
We Solve Problemsl
CA&..L NOWI

licts..com
•

lliwi..,

JifadlDt .fllis ..

'

'fl&B"I-BB40 i

95

_www.glvas•corr..com

: Contact Regina

~

http;//www.cash4yourhomein24hrs.com ;;

Legal Assistant/Paralegal
24 Hour Service

Research• Small Claims•
Process Serving
(909) 247-4456
(909) 732-2450 (cell}
Email: Hudena@aol.com

SistertocksTM /Brothertocks ™
Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.)
Locs/ Twists/Maintenance

TO FIND OUT HOW

Children Welcome

(951) 567-6259

951.682.6070 x.1

e-mail: olufemi@adelphia.net

Open; Mon.-Fri.
Sun. by Appts. Only ".'Je Now Accept ATM .

LcVIAS & ASSOCIATES
300 Law Firms
Working Together
We will refer you to an
attorney that specializes in what~ver your
..-.
legal needs might be.
-Our goal is to get you the best serv.
ice possible.

A FREE _SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047
, HOMELOANSFOREVERYONE
Over 50 mortgage bankers working with
LeVias and Associates. We will refer
: you t~ a mortgage banker that will get
you a loan. Refinancing or
, Consolidation. Home loans for every: one. Our job is to get you the best loan

Home Workers
Urgently Needed

Start Planning for the
Summer

Contact Regina
Brown-Wilson
TO FIND OUT HOW

951.682.6070

(rocJ,)383-8480
• -1';resme Pe.rmml Repaeuldm
•Cri•imll.aY
• ~mies& Misde-.eamn
357 West 2nd StreBt, Sl.l:ite 10 ■ Sa]. Berna:rdill.o, CA.92401

Treehouse Dental Group

Could you use some extra income?
Discover how to make money giving away FREE bottles of BODY
BALANCE valued at $39.95 each.
BODY BALANCE is a nutritional
beverage with over 120 nutrients. It
is a product of Life Force
International, a 22 year old.company from Chula Vista, CA.

Providing ·comprehensive dentistry for the entire family.
Experjence the .Difference at
Treehouse Dental Group

SPECTACULAR SUMMER
SPECIALS AVAILABLE!!!
Call Regina Brown Wilson for summer rates on Business Card and.
Double Business Card Display Ads

This home, based business is rated
as the hottest #1 business opportunity of 2006. Call Joe at 951-6961269 today. Fff or Pff.

951.682.6070

.
Inland Empire
African American
Chamber of Commerce

VISIT US ONLINE

SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS

AVAILABLE
Dr. Robert Manuel-Gray
Dr.-Barbara Gray

Cosmetic pentistry
Tooth colored fillings
Crowns
Emergency care
Tooth White11:ing
Veneers
Bridges
Preventive care

Join The Chamber

www.blackvoicenews.com

Call us at (909) 888-5223 for more information

1725 N. Riverside Avenue• Rialto• California
(in the Rialto· Professional Arts Building)

possible.·t-800-500-7047

909 .874.0400
.

I

.

COULD BE
YOURAD

Aaron L..Turner

}

Free Initial Consultation
· (951) 686-5193
3995 Brockton Ave., Riverside

THIS

---Li.vv Offic~sof--•

O/ufemi
Specializing

Law Oflices of
RICHARD F. NEVINS

:.

Hudena James, J.D.

Naturally Yours BoutiqueBy

; Brown-Wilson

WILLS
PROBATE
LIVING TRUSTS

..

Ma11trcard and VISA Accepted

WE -BUY
HOUSES
--lall_h
_ _ __

FILE B.\\KRl .PTCY

'•

The lll•ck Voice cws
Post Office Box 1581
Riverside, CA 92502

Free Box of Candy

,l

AD

All conference participants
esteem, personal health and
making healthy choices, sub- will receive a free breakfast,
stance abuse, domestic vio- lunch, canvas tote bag and
lence, self-defense demon- opportunities for great door
strations designed especially prizes. The young women
for women, and other topics attending the 7th Annual
important to the development Empowering Young Women''S_
of today's total young woman. Conference will know, at the
A panel highlighting commu- end of the day, that they_are
nicating with your teen and above average and . welltell-tell signs of drug use, equipped to tackle any ch~labuse and depression will be lenges that life presents them!
For talent -show or registraavailable for mothers or
tion information, please call:
guardians.
"Entertaining and educa- (951) 242-7746 or visit
tional" are the words used by www.blackhistorycommltRiverside Black History tee.org
Committee
Founder,
Dell
ATTENTION HO,IEOWNERS
Roberts, to describe
the conference. The
2007 conference Are You Behind In Your Payments
promises to be the Or Received A Notice Of Default??
best yet! Over 200
young women are
You Have Options ....
expected to attend.
The encore fashion
EXPIRED LISTING * BUY/SELL* REFI~
show will be proNANCE
duced by fashion
coordinator, Anne
Call Your Realty
Rogan ,
who
Specialist
through her practical fashion sense,
Sandra Ubom
makes sure that
(909) 573-3721
anyone can dress
for success on a
COLDWeu.
shoestring budget.
BANl(,eR ~

treehousedental .com

.

LEG AL s/ CLASSIFIEDS
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JOB CONNECTION / EMPLOYMENT

she knows to be false is guilty of

a crime.)

OPPORTUNITIES
AUTOS WANTED

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE! United Breast Cancer
Foundation. A Woman is Diagnosed Every Two Minutes!
Flee Annual Mammogram www.ubcf.info Fast, Free
Towing. Non-Runners Acceptable. 1-888-468-5964.
(Cal-SCAN)
BU$1NESS OPPORTUNITY

A CASH COW!! 30 Vending Machines/You Approve Each
Location. Entire Business - $10,970. 1-800-VENDING
(1,800-836-3464 ). www.1800Vending.com (Cal-SCAN)

Don' t Pay Another Cent in Rent to your Landlord
Before You Read This FREE Special Report!
Inland Empire - lf you're like most renters, you feel trapped within the walls of a house or apartment that doesn't feel like yours.
How could n when you're not even pennitted to bang in a nail or
two without a hassle. You feel like you're s 1uck in the renter's rut

with no way of rising up out of it and owning yuur own home.

WeU don't feel trapped any more! A FREE Special Report Entitled
"How to Stop Paying Rent and Own Your Own Home" has
already helped dozens of locaJ remers get out from under their
landlord's finger. and move into a wonderful home they can truly
call their own.

To order your FREE copy of this rrpon, visil
www.Riversidecoronostoprenting.com

ABSOLUTE ALL CASH Candy Route. Do you earn $900
Jjer'day? 60 Vending Machines. $10,995. 1-800-7790025. (Cal-SCAN)

This report is counesy of Kevin Peete, Tarbell Realtors Not intended to solicit properties currently listed for sale.

A~L CASH CANDY Route. Do you earn $800 a day? 30
m13chines and candy for $9,995. MultiVend LLC, 880
Grand Blvd., Deer Park, NY. 1-888-625-2405. (CalS~AN)

GENERAL HOUSEKEEPING

START YOUR OWN Landscape Curbing Business- High
G~mand'. Low Overheads. High Profit. Training Available.
Pr;.ced
from
$12,000.
1-800-667-5372.
www.EdgeMaster.net (Cal-SCAN)

Residence • Office

Free estimates
Ask for Arcelia
(909) 268-5466
(909) 986-7608

~

.JI
W

Project Coordinator
Eleanor Jean Grier Leadership Academy
The Riverside African-American Historical Society
in collaboration with The Group is seeking an ambitious and motivated individual to serve as Project
Coordinator for the Eleanor Jean Grier Leadership
Academy,
The part-time position (20 hours per week/$15 per
hr.) is funded through a grant f rom the James Irvine
Foundation. The ideal applicant will have leadership experience, knowledge of leadership programs, good writing and speaking skills, curriculum
planning experience, good computer skills, use of
Microsoft Office , Excel and Publisher. Applicants
must have the ability to work multiple tasks concurrently and ability to work independently. Mileage j s
provided and applicant must have a valid California
Driver's License and proof of insurance.
For an application or information call (951 ) 6825306 or e-mail grieracademy@yahoo.com. All
applications must be subm itted no later than 5 p.m.
March 24, 2007.

Bl!ISINESS SERVICES

DISPLAY ADVERTISING.
Reach over 3 million
Calfornians. 140 community newspapers. Cost $1800
for a 3.75"x2" display ad (that works out to about $12.86
per
newspaper).
Call
(916)
288-6019
displayad@cnpa.com (Cal-SCAN)
REACH OVER 6 MILLION CALIFORNIANS! 240 newspapers statewide. Classified $550 for a 25-word ad. Call
(916) 288-6019 classad@cnpa.com (Cal-SCAN)

Come Join The
Rierside County
Sheriff's
Department

This Can
Be Your Ad
Find Out How

HELP WANTED

Contact Regina

JOBS JOBS JOBS! California Army National Guard. No
e¢erience. Will pay to train; High school Jr./Sr. &
Grads/Non-Grads/GED. May qualify for $10,000
BONUS. Call 1-800-GO-GUARD." (Cal-SCAN)

Brown-Wilson

951.682.6070

ATT,ENTION CDL TRUCK Drivers - Are You Getting
Eri.ough ... Miles, Money, Hometime? Call McKelvey Nowl
1,'.~00-410-6255. (Cal-SCAN)

D~IVER- $SK SIGN-ON Bonus for Experienced Teams:
Di¥ Van & Temp Control available. 0/0s & COL-A Grads
welcome. Call Covenant 1-866-684-2519 EOE. (Cal-

SSAN)
DRIVER: TAKE CARE of your Family. Join ours.
Consistent miles, regional and dedicated runs. Company
paid
Commercial
Drivers
License
training.
www.SwiftTruckingJobs.com 1-866-476-6828. EOE.
(Cal-SCAN)
(

DRIVERS - ASAP! $1000+Wkly & Bonus. 3643Gpm/$1.20pm • $0 Lease New Trucks. COL-A +3
months OTR. 1-800-635-8669. (Ca~SCAN)
0

DRIVERS - EXPERIENCED & Trainees Needed. Earn
up to S40k+ nelCt year. No experience required. $0
down. CDL Training Available. Central Refrigerated 1800-727-5865 x4779. (Cal-SCAN)
MAKE MORE MONEY in 2007 and get home weeklyl
Drivers with 1 year experience will make $.38/mile. More
experience earns morel Heartland Express 1-800-4414953. www.HeartlandExpress.com (Cal-SCAN)
NATIONAL CARRIERS needs Company Drivers for its
Regional Operationsda Southeast California. Excellent
B!lnefits, Generous , HomeTiml) & Outstanding Pay
P!tckage.
COL-A
Required.
1-888-707-7729
~.NationalCarriers.com {Cal-SCAN)
TRUCK DRIVERS. Now Hiring Beginners. No Class A
Needed. Benefits. Great Pay. 1-866-288-5220. (CalSC"AN)
HELP WANTED/SALES

' ,,.

~ .TRAVEL JOB: 12 new hires, over 18, travel coast-tocoast with co-ed business group! $500 signing bonus.
Integrity Sales. Call Shirley 1-866-786-3860. (Cal-

~S<AN)
WbRK FROM HOME on Your PC. Earn $500-$1500/mo
PT. $2000-$5000/mo FT. FREE Information Online @
www.working2play.com or 1-510-315-6861. (Cal-SCAN)

'

LAND FOR SALE

Fl,SH LAKE VALLEY, NV. A bargain! 1'0ac Trout Stream
$:i9,900 (Abuts BLM). Eastern slope of White Mins,
W,ithin looming presence of Nevada's highest peak and
r~nge. Snow covered year round. Providing cool, clean
water that feeds the Rainbow Trout Creek which borders
th!! entire back boundary. One of a kind! Inspiring, must
s~e! Call 1-877-349-0822. (Cal-SCAN)

TIME FOR CHANGE
FOUNDATION

Seeks Persons Interested
in Serving on the Board of
Directors

Time

for

Change

Foundation, a local non•

profit organization, is currently ac~epting nomina-

tions

for

Board

Committee

and

Members.

Since 2002, lhe organization has been providing
shelter for homeless
· women recovering from
incarceration, drug/ alcohol

addiction, mental and physical abuse. Services pro-

vided include: housing, life
skills, referral, independent
living skills, job search and
placement assistance, and

personal coaching.
Persons with skills in public
relalions; board governance; policy and proce-

dure development; fund
development; and who are
willing to actively participale In the governance and
strategic planning of the

Reuland Electric, the
nation"s premier manufacturer of custom electric
motors & gears, has imme-

The Riverside County Sheriffs Department
currently offers Hiring Retention Bonuses
for the following positions:

diate openings for the following positions:
CYLINDRICAL GRINDER
(0/D Grinder)

Sheriff 911 Communications Officer I
Upon Hire - $800
36 Months - $3,200
6 Months - $800
48 Months - $3,200
12 Months- $1,600
60 Months- $3,200
24 Months - $3,200
$16,000 Total □

Set up and operate cylindrical grinder machines, read
and unde!ltand blueprints.
Must have own tools and
have 5 years experience.

aged lo apply. Contact:
Kim Carter. (909) 886-2994
or Kimc@timeforchange.us

AMENDED
The following perwn(s) is(are)
doing business as:

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING

Jesse llryant, Jr.
33925 Buckboard Trail
Nuevo, CA 92567
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 1/94.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
HOPE MEDICAL REGISTRY &
HOME CARE
1410 Third Street, Suilee 11
Riverside, CA 92507-3422
Hope Medical Supply, Inc.
1410 Third Street, Suite 11
Riverside, CA 92507-3422
CALIF.ORN IA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun lo
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct (A registrant who declares
as true, informalion which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.John Adefowora, Treasurer
The filing of this slatemenl does
not of itse~ authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the righls of

Set up; Program, Operate,
and Edit aCNC La!he, CNC
Nligata Horizontal Mill.
Must be able to read blueprints and posses own
tools.
GENERAL MACHINIST:
broaching

machines, radial drill.
engine lathes, balancing
machine and cim•x mill.

EARN UP TO $73,000 AYEAR.

Must be able to read blue•

It has been called "the gr~atest entry. level Job in California' -- and for good
, reason. Our Of cers receive some of
"'the best pay and bene Is in the law
enforcement industry We even pay you
to attend our academy. So apply today
at www.cdcr.ca.gov/jobs or by
calling us at 1-866-232-JOBS. Discover
why more men and women are proud
to wear our uniform lhan any other law
enforcement agency in the nation.

prinls. own tools and have
3

Correctional Senior Food Seri.ce Worker
Upon Hire - $500
36 Months - $2,000
6 Months - $500
:- 48 Months - $2,000
12 Months - $1,000
60 Months - $2,000
24 Mo{lths - $2,000
$10,000 Total □

yrs

exp.as

General

Machinist req'd .
Shifts: Day 6:00 a.m . -

2:30
'
Swing 2:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Graveyard - 11 p.m. - 7
a .m.
Submit your resume by

o

To apply and for more information on these positions
and others with the Riverside County Sheriffs
Department, visit our website at: www.joinrsd.org.

fax/e-mail to:
Reuland Electric
17969 E. Railroad St. ,
Industry, CA. 91748
Fax (626) 270-4469
e-mail to: martha@reuland.com
EEOE - Qualified females
are encouraged to apply

CA. DEPT, OF CORRECTIONS &REHABILnmON

www.reuland.com

p. 311, 318, 3115, 3122

SPECTACULAR MOUNTAIN LIVING 35+ ACRES from
only $129,9001 Adjacent to thousands of acres BLM
Land! Centrally located off Scenic Roule 9 Under 2 hours
to, wartd class skiing, minutes from excellent fishing,
camping, hiking and more! Loaded with wildlife! Grand
OR9ning Sale. Saturday, March 24th! Call for appointrl\!lnl or more infol 1-866-0WN-LAND x 2422. (CalS~)

p.311, 318, 3115, 31'22
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

SOCALSOLAR
43380 Wamer Trail
Palm Oesert, CA 92211
Marie Nicia Sanchez
43380 Warner Trail
Palm Desert, CA 92211
This business Is conducted by
Individual.
·
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under lhe fictitious name(s) listed above.
I deciare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registranl who deciares
as true, information which he or
she knows lo be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Marie Alicia Sanchez
The filing of this statement does
net of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fict~ious business
name in violation of the righls of
another under federal, slate, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2/1 6/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk. Anew Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time.- The filing of
this statement does not ilself
authorize the use in this slate of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of lhe righls of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et
Seq., Business and Professions

Code).

Set-up and operate drill
presses,

another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Rivers;de on 2120/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
. statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name stalement expires
five years from t/le date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk. Anew Fict~ious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this stale of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the righls of anoiher
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, El
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R,2007-02490

3115, 3122

CNC OPERATORS:

Correctional Cook
Upon Hire - $500
36 Months - $2,000
6 Months - $500
48 Months - $2,000
12 Months-$1 ,000
60 Months - $2,000
24 Months - $2,000
$10,000 Total

l!lire/Re tention Bonus for Qualified Candidates Only
Paid O0 er Fi □e Year Period,

s/.Jesse Bryant, Jr.
The filing of this slatemenl does
not of itself authorize the use in
this slate of a fictitious business
' name in violalion of the righls of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq.
b &p code)
Stalemenl filed ~th the County
of Riverside on 1117/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE·: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk. Anew Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does net ilself
authorize the use in this slate of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violatkm of the righls of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Seclion 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Pro•ess'ons
Code).
.
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--00761
p.1/25, 211, 2/B, 2/15, 311, 318,

organization are encour-

33925 Buckboard Trail
Nuevo, CA 92567
P.O. Box 504
Nuevo, CA 92567

HEl,P WANTED/DRIVERS

DRIVER: Don't Just Start Your Career, Start It Rightl
Company Sponsored CDL training ih 3 weeks. Must be
h. Have COL? Tuition Reimbursement!
wgreen@crst.com 1-800-781-2778. (Cal-SCAN)

A GrealP/ace To Worlc TellAFtlern1.

I

LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02384

p.311, 318, 3115, 31'22
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
STAR AUTO GLASS & TINT
26690 Madison Ave #103
Murrieta, CA 92562
Sharlette Hanna (NMN)
3517 Capriole Rd.
Riverside, CA 92503
Adele David (NMN)
3517 Capriole Rd.
Rrierside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wrte.
Registrant has nol yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor-

JOIN THE SAN BERNARDINO
POLICE DEPARTMENT TEAM

LAND FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE

1ST TIME OFFERED - 40 acres - $39,900; 80 acres $69,900. Near Moses Lake, WA. 300 days of sunshine.
Mix, of rolll0g hills and rock outcroppings. Excellent
views, private gravel roads, ground water and easy
access! Financing available. Call WALR 1-866-5855687. (Cal-SCAN)
NW ARIZONA 40 Acres for $99,900. Cooler summersmi)d winters. Gorgeous mountain views. Halfway
between Phoenix & Las Vegas. Won't last at this price call now. Wagon Bow Ranch - DCD Really 1-877-8474986. (Cal-SCAN)
,
WESTERN NEW MEXICO. 20 acres $49,990. Scenic
region, tall trees, views. wildlife, borders BLM, electricity.
Horseback riding, hiking, hunting. Perfect for ranch, getaway, or retirement. 100% financing. Call 1-866-3654122. (Cal-SCAN)
WYOMING RANCH DISPERSAL 35 acres - $59,900; 75
acres - $108,900. Snow-capped mountain views.
Surrounded by gov't land. Abundant wildlife.
Recreational paradise. Low taxes. EZ Terms. Call Utah
~anches, LLC. 1-888-703-5263. (Cal-SCAN)
LAND/ACREAGE

NEW MEXICO - FIRST Time Offer. Adjacent to Lake
Sumner. 10 acres - $15,900. Rare riverfront property in
NM. Incredible setting, including frequently ' running
Pecos River, views and diverse topography. 5 minutes to
Recreational Lake. Limited number, of small ranches.
!;xcellent financing. Call NML&R, Inc. 1-888-204-9760.
(Cal-SCAN)

DEPARTMENT
BOB DOYLE, SHERIFF-CORONER

2ND AN.JNUllL
W@M~,~ F~tNH~ .Ct;t~~L.~K@li
Need help passing the physical agility!
Come participate in our Women's fitness Challenge.
Practice and learn techniques to help you pass the physical agility.

M_
arch 24, 2007
7:30AM • 3:00PM

POWER WHEELCHAIRS and SCOOTERS at little or no
cost to seniors/disabled with Medicare, MediCal or
Insurance. Free Delivery, Training and Warranty.
flroHealth
Mobility.
1-877-740-4900.
www.ProHealthMobility.com (Cal-SCAN)

3430 Bundy Ave., Ste. I02, Riverside, CA 92S 18
For more info: (951 )-186-3240

MISC. FOR SALE/COMPUTER SOFTWARE

•

INSTANT PUBLISHER CD-ROM! Reprint rights to 750
tiooks, reports and manuals. Games Gold-Mine! 500 alltime best computer games on one CD-ROM .
www.CDROMShowCase.com/gallant (Cal-SCAN)
MISCELLANEOUS

$22,000 - CHANGE a LIFE ... Become a California
Surrogate! If y9u're already a parent, healthy, a nonsmoker, 23-39, You could become a surrogate! 1-800877-4438. www.SurrogateWeb.com (Cal-SCAN)
REAL ESTATE/OUT OF STATE

ARIZONA AUCTION. Heavenly home on golf course
near Sedona, 3/28107. Two suites, den, clubhouse,
Quality. Second home, executive retreat, $300's. Remote
bids OK. www.AuctionsAndOptions .com 1-928-7730222. (Cal-SCAN)
ARIZONA's - BEST BARGAIN - 36AC - $59,900. Perfect
for private retreat. Endless views, beautiful setting
w/fresh' mountain air. Abundant wildlife. Secluded with
good access. Financing available. Call AZLR 1-877-301 5263. (Cal-SCAN)
COSTA RICAN HOME SITES! Amazing mountain, river,
Pacific Ocean views. Clubhouse. Gated community! 1.25
Acre lots from $50,000. Brokers welcome! 1-419-4672095. www.JoyaPacifica.com (Cal-SCAN)

*Meet Sheriff-Coroner Bob Doyle

*Panel discussion with women of distinction within the Department
*Win Prizes
Tire Women't Fitaess Chllltnp it Milable to aU females intltffled In .,,i,tqfor Dtptd.y Sheriff Tralllee
or Cortedlonal Deputy posklon(s), ONLY parddpams will h allowed 011 pNllllse; pleue no cbffdNn
specucon. ladhlduah WIii be placed In lf'OUPl of approxifflttely 10 (1911~ &di llldivktull wlll have an opportunity
to practice each txtrcise with assistance from Rmrsldt County Sheriff's Department employees.
"All females MUST bring a valid photo 1.0, and MUST wear appropriate fltnen attire••

o,

~ □mmm□n@~~

m~fID

~o~o®Q=IB
DUE TO RIVERSIDE COUNTY'S PHENOMENAL GROWTH, WE HAVE ON-GOING/CONTINUOUS TESTING

reel. (A registrant who declare~
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false isguilty of
a crime.)
s/.Shariette Hanna
The filing of this statement does
nol of ~self authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious bu~iness
name in violation of the righls of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &pcode)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2123/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of lhe County
Clerk. Anew Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of •
this statement does not itself
authorize the use In lhis state of
a Fictitious Business Name ill
vidalion-of the rights ol another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, l;,t
Seq., Business and Professions

Code).

.

LARRY W. WARD, County
PUBLIC HEARING TO
CONSIDER ADOPTION
OF
A MITIGATED NEGATIVE

DECLARATION FOR "
THE VERDEMONT ..
WATER INFRASTRUC- .
TURE PROJECT
The City of San Bernardino
Municipal
Water
Department is the Leacl
Agency for the Initial Study
for the project described
below. The Initial Study
makes the proposed findings ll)at with implementa,tion pf the mitigation meas~
ures provided the projec!
will not have a significant
effect on the environment.

We need to know the com'
ments and concerns of

interested and responsible
agencies and the public
regarding the conlent of the
Initial Study.
Copies of lhe Initial Study
are available for publl9
review at the Department's
Customer Service office

localed on the 5th Floor of
City Hall at 300 North ·o·
Street, San Bernardino,
California 92418. The
Customer Service office is

open Monday through
Thu.rsday, 7:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. and Fridays 7:30 a.~,
to 4:30 p.m. The public
review period for lhe Initial
s\udy will dose on April 16,
2007. Any comments you
have must be submitted in
writing no later than that
date. Written commenls
may be malled to the alien,
l ion of Mr. Matthew
Litchfield at the San
Bernardino

Municipal

Water Department P.O. Box
710, San Bernardino,
California 92402 or delivered to 300 North "D'
Street, 5th Floor, San
Bernardino,
California
92418. We will need th~
name , address. and telephone number of a contact
person if comments are

submitted.
Project TIiie: VERDEMONT
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT
State
Clearinghouse
Number: Not Yet Assigned '
Project Location: The proposed improvements woulc;I
be located wilhin Section
36 of T2N R5W, San
Bernardino Base Meridian
and a portion of the RanchO
Muscupiabe Land Grant in
the northwestern portion of

the City of San Bernardino,
San Bernardino County,
California.
Project Description: The
City of San Bernardino
Municipal
Wat~
Department (CSBMWD or
Department) proposes to
improve Verdemont area

water Infrastructure to meet
the dernands of existing,
Improved and entitled
development. New development has been approved
and is being 'constructed in
the Verdemont Area pressure zones (2100 and
2300) that will require additional water availability. The
Department is mandated to
provide waler to entitled
developments. The proposed project will conneGt
existing water supplies to
new pump stations and a
reservoir designed to pro-

vide the higher pressure
zones with sufficient capaO-

ct;

The San Bernardino
Police Department
is NOW HIRING for the
position of Police Officer
$4,685 - $6,442
Monthly Salary
Additional positions· include:
• Law Enforcement Trainee
• Dispatcher
• Community Service Officer
• Records Technician

~from 7:30AM •8:30AM

Ben Clark Training Center

MEDICAL SUPPLIES/EQUIPMENT

\

The SBPD offers competitive salary,
medical, dental and vision benefits,
paid vacation and holiday time,· sick
leave, 4/10 work schedule, bilingual
pay, education reimbursement and
POST incentive pay,
Interested ap'plicants can download applications at www.JoinSBPD.org or apply in person
at San Bernardino City Hall , located at 300. N.
· "D" St in .San Bernardino
For additional information log on to
www.JoinSBPD.org
or contact the recruiter at

(909) 388-4918

ity to meet projected need.
Under existing conditions,

the 2300 Pressure Zone
depends upon a hydropneumatic pumping station

Iha! is subject to mainte;
nance

problems

and ·

expensive to operate. The
Verdemont Improvements

would provide gravity fetl
water supply to the 2300 ·
Pressure Zone that is more
reliable and less expensive

than the existing system
and would also increase

lhe reliability of water service by providing redundan'-

cy wilhin the existing system such that water service

does not rely on a single
pipeline, pump, or reserv9il .
A capital improvement project such as the proposed
project is a discretionary

decision or 'project" that
requires evaluation under

the
•
California
Environmenlal Quality Act
(CEQA). This negative deGlaration is the proposed
CEQA determination far
this project. The Board of
Water Commissioners 9f
the City of San Bernardino
Water Department acting
as the CEQA lead agency
for lhis project will hold a
PUBLIC HEARING to consider adoption of this
Mitigated
Negati ve
Declaration. This hearing
will be held during a regularly scheduled meeting of
the Board of Water
Commissioners on May \,
2007 al 10:00 a.m. The
Public Hearing will be held
in the Water Department
Boardroom, 5th Floor of the
San Bernardino City Hall ai
30Q North "D" Street, San
Bernardino,

California

92418.

p. 3122/01
CNS-1103507#
Continued on Page B-4
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Continued from A-6

Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02827

p.311, 318, 3115, 3122
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
THE SPARKS TEAM REALTY,
INC.
SPARKS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
PREMIER TRANSACTION
MANAGEMENT ·
6349 Riverside Avenue
~verside, CA 92506
8817 Windmill Place
Ri\/erside, CA 92508
The Sparks Team Realty, Inc.
'CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business urxler the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I 'declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be fa'se is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Michele K. Sparks, President
CEO
The filing of this statement does
not of itse~ authorize the use in
tfiis state of a fictitious business
riame in violation of the rights of
another under federal, slate, or
common law (sec. 1440 et.'seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2121/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date ii was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
·A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
, a· Fictitious Business Name in
violation.of the rights of another .
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
$eq., Business and Professions
Codie).
LARRY W. WARD, County
<;lerk
FU NO.R-2007-02567

p.311, 318, 3115, 3122
T~e following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
L1JCKY NAILS & SPA
1)50 El Camino Ave., Sune 108
Corona, CA 92879
17385 Santa Suzanne St.
F.ountain Valley, CA 92708
John Vinh Tran

344 Stockbridge Rd
GT. Barrington, MA 01230 ·
rammy Tran,(NMN)
344 Stockbridge Rd.
GT Barrington, MA 0!230
This business is conducted by
Individual • Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business urxler the fictitious name{s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.John V. Tran
The filing of this statement does
not of itseW authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2121 /07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a. correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerlt
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itsett
aiithorize the use in this state of
a Fk:titious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
upder federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, El
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02585

p.311, 3hl, 3/15, 3122
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SWISS JEWELRY & WATCH
16248 Limonite Ave. #2C
Corona, CA 92880
Evelyn Mounir Kamel
11344 Encinas Dr.
Riverside, CA 92505
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Ri!Qistranl has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficl[iious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true.and corr!)C!. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she koows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Evelyn Kamel
The filing of this statement does
nbt of Itself authorize the use in
Ibis state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the-County
of Riverside on 2120/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement oh file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name slalemenl expires five
years from the da(li it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itsett
authorize the use in this state of
i Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
urxler federal, stale or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Gode).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-200l'02514

p.3/1, 318, 3115, 3122
The following person(s) is (are)
dcing business as:
BAYOU
24347 Groven Lane

Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Kenneth Wayne Marshall
24347 Graven Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that all the information
in this sta(ement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true; information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Kenneth Wayne Marshall
The filing of this statement does
not of nself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed ~th the County
of Riverside on 2126/07.
I hereby .certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
, name statement expires five
years from the date ii was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Businei!S Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02857

p.311, 318, 3115, 3122
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ONE STOP STEREO AUTO
REPAIR AND SMOG
7740 Luane Trail
Colton, CA 92324
Floyd Winiam Pavlovich
7740 Luane Trail
Colton, CA 92324
Susan Gail Pavlovich
7740 Luane Trail
Colton, CA 92324
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun lo
transact business under the fictitious name(s) lisled above.
I declare that all the information
[in this statement is true arxl correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows lo be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Floyd W Pavlo"1ch / Susan
G. Pavlovich
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2114/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy or the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office ot'the County Clerk.
A new Ficlilious Business
Name Statement must be filed
belore that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02244

p.311, 318, 3115, 3/22
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
PAVLOVICH INVESTMENT
COMPANY PF CALIF & ORE.
7740 Luane Trail
Colton, CA 92324
Floyd William Pavlovich
7740 Luana Trail
Colton. CA 92324
Susan Gail Pavlovich
7740 Luane Trail
Colton, CA 92324
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficbtious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in thi6 statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Floyd w. Pavlovictl / Susan
G. Pavlovich
The filing of this slateme_
nt does
not of itself authorize the use ri
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2114/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file·in my office.
NOTICE: This ficlilious business
name statement expires five
years from the dale it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in tl'Msstate of
a Fictitious Business Name in
vio~tion of the rights of another
under federal, st~te or common
law (See Section 144 f1 , Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
'
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02245

p.311, 318, 3/15, 3122
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
COACHELlA VALLEY COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
PARK PLACE PROPERTIES
LA QUINTA
78-900/\ve. 47, Suite 111
La Quinta, CA 92253
Leonard Steven Bustos .
494-850 Seeley Dr.
La Quinta, CA 92253
This business is conducted by
Individual.
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Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who dedares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Leonard S. Bustos
The filing of this statement does
not.of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statemenl med with the County
of Riverside on 2114/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on .file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five·
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
. A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itseW
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, stale or common
law (See Section , 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE N0.1-2007-00554

b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Rive~de on 2/20/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the· original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statemenl expires five
years from the date it was f\led
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this stale of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, stale or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02476

p. 311, 318, 3115, 3122
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ALLIANCE CHEM-DRY
39550 Via Montero
Murrieta, CA 92563
Jarman Alliance, Inc.
39550 Via Montero
Murrieta, CA 92563
·CALIFORNIA

This business is corxlucted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
p.311, SIB, 3115, 3122
business name(s) listed above
The following person(s) is (are) ' on 12-2,-06.
I declare that all the information
doing business as:
. E&MRECYCLING CO.
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
1943 River Road
Nonco, CA 92860
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
526 So. Alameda St.
Los Angeles, CA 90013
a crime.)
sf.Kathleen E. Allen, Vice
Eugene Vortman
President
526 So. Alameda St.
The filing of this statement does
Los Angeles, CA 90013
not of nself authorize the use in
this state of fictitious business
This business is conducted by
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or·
Individual.
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficb &p code)
Statement filed ~th the County
titious name(s) listed above.
of Riverside on 2/06/07.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is'true and cor- ·1hereby certify that this copy is
rect. (A registrant who declares
a correct copy of the original
as true, information which he or
statement on file in my office.
she knows to be false is guilty of
NOTICE: This fictitious business
a crime.)
name statement expires five
sf.Eugene Vortman
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
The filing of this statement does
A new Fictitious Business
not of itse~ authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
Name Statement must be filed
name in violation of the rights of
before that time. The filing of
another under federal, state, or
this statement does not itself
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
authorize the use in this state of
b &p code)
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
Statement filed with the County
under federal, state or common
of Riverside on 2121/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
law (See Section 14411, Et
a correct copy of the original
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
LARRY W. WARD, County
name statement expires five
Clerk
years from the date ii was filed
FILE NO.R-2007-01909
'
p.311, 318, 3115, 3122
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be fileil
The following person(s) Is (are)
before that tin;,e. The filing of
doing business as:
this statement does not itself
ALESSANDRO LAUNDRY
authorize the use in this state of
ASSOCIATES, INC.
a Fictitious Business Name in
24440-C Alessandro Blvd.
violation of the rights of another
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Alessandro Laundry Associates,
Seq., Business and Professions
Inc.
Code).
24440-C Alessandro Blvd.
LARRY W WARD, County
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Clerk
CALIFORNIA
FILE NO.R-2007-02603
This business is corxlucted by
p.311, 318, 3115, 3122
Corporation.
The following person(s) is (are)
Registrant has not yet begun to
doing business as:
transact business under the ficRENE'S ATM'S
titious name(s) listed above.
2067 Marlborough Ave.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and corRiverside, CA 92507
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
Rene Omar Sanchez
2067 Martborough Ave.
she knows lo be false is guilty of
Riverside, CA 92507
a crime.)
sf.Bryan Kinkaid, Secretary
This business is conducted by
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transthis state of a fictitious business
act business under the fictitious
name in violation of the righis of
business name(s) listed above
another under federal, state, or
on 2-1405.
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
I declare that all the information
b &p code)
in this statement is true and corStatement filed ~th the County
rect. (A registrant who declares
of Riverside on 2/22107.
as true, information which he or
I hereby certify that this copy is
she knows to be false is guilty of
a correct copy of the original
a cnme.)
statement on file in my office.
sf.Rene Omar Sanchez
NOTICE: This fictitious business
The fling of this statement does
name statement expires five
years from the date It was filed
not of itseW authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
in the Office of the County Clerk.
' name in violation of the rights of
A new Fictnious Business
another under federal, state, or
Name Statement must be filed
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
before that time. The filing of
b &p code)
this statement does not itself
Statement filed with the County
authorize the use in this state of
of Riverside on 2116/07.
a Fictitious Business Name in
I hereby certify that this copy is·
viciation of the rights of another
a correct copy of the original
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
Seq., Business and Professions
name statement expires five
Ccxle).
years from the date it was filed
LARRY W. WARD, County
in the Office of the County Clerk. . Clerk
A new Fictitious Business
FILE NO.R-2007-02700
Name Statement must be filed
p.311, 318, 3115, 3122
before that lime. The filing of
this statement does not itself
The following person(s) is (are)
authorize the use in this state of
doing business as:
a Fictitious Business Name In
SOUTHWEST RESIDENTIAL
violation of the rights of another
SERVICES
under federal, state or common
8333 Thoreau Ln.
law (See Section 14411, Et
Riverside, CA 92504
Seq., Business and Professions
Rosalie Alexus Evans
Codie).
LARRY W. WARD, County
8333 Thoreau Ln.
Clerk
Riverside, CA 92504
FILE NO.R-2007-02404
p.311, 318, 3115, 3122
This business is conducted by
Individual.
The following person(s) is (are)
Registrant commenced to transdcing business as:
act business under the fictitious
ASSIDUOUS ENTERPRISE
business name(s) listed above
22574 Alessarxlro Blvd.
on 1/1/07.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true arxl corBrian Douglas Goins
rect. (A registrant who declares
26561 Sage Brush Ct.
as true, information which he or
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
·
-Ruthie Mae Goins
sf.Rosalie Evans, Owner
26561 Sage brush Ct.
The filing of this statement does
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
not of ltseW authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
This business is conducted by
name in violation of the rights of
individual • Husband & Wife.
another under federal, state, or
Registrant has not yet begun to
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
transact business under the ficb &p code)
titious name(s) listed above.
Statement filed with the County
I declare that all the information
of Riverside on 2120/07.
in this statement is true and corI hereby certify that this copy is
rect. (A registrant who declares
a correct copy of the original
as true, information which he or
statement on file in my offlC8.
she knows to be false is guilty of • NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
a crimp.)
sf.Brian Douglas Goins
years from the date It was filed
The filing of this statement does
in the Office or the County Clerk.
not of itself authorize the use in
A new Fictitious Business
this state of a fictitious business
Name Statement must be filed
name in violation of the rights of
before that time. The filITTg of
another under federal, state, or
this statement does not itself
comnon law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
authorize the use in this state of

a

•
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a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02498

p.318, 3115, 3122, 3129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing bµsiness as:
THE PROUD MAIO CO.
68-457 E. PalmCanyon Suite 5
Cathedral City, "CA 92234
Direct to You Court Services,
Inc.
68-457 E. Palm-Canyon Suite 5
Cathedral Qty, CA 92234
C~LIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has nol yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (Aregistrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Alejandra Herrera, Secretary
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
commo~law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2123/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, slate or common.
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE N0.1-2007-00647

p.318, 3115, l/22, 3129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
M.A.K. ENTcRPRISES
5250 Kendall St.
Riverside, CA 92506
Miyoshi Leche Alexander
5250 Kendall St.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A reg,strant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Miyoshi L. Alexander
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in vio~tion of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed Mth the County
of Riverside on 2122/07.
I hereby certify that this copfis
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY w. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-~007-02713

p.318, 3115, 3122, 3129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FORTUNA
COMMERCE
GROUP
10339 Shoshone Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503
Elio Heriberto Palacios, Jr.
10339 Shoshone Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503

Helen Angela Palacios
10339 Shoshone Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual • Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declaras
as true, information which he or
she knows to tie false is guilty of
a clime.)
· sf.Elio Palacios, Jr.
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the" rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed ~th the County
of Riverside on 3/02/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
~OTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date ii was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not Itself
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03204

p.318, 3115, 3122r 3129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ELECTRONICS VENUS ANO
MOREi
10339 Shoshone Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503
Fortuna Commerce Group
10339 Shoshone Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
an Unincorporated Association other than a partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information whk:h he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Elio Palacios Jr.
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the .County
of Riverside on 3/02/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date It was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before Ilia! time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
urxler federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Ccxle).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03203

p.318, 3115, 3122, 3129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TALBOT & ASSOCIATES
23905 Clinton Keth 114-128
Murrieta, CA 92562
Talbot & Associates
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Christie Talbot, CEO
The filing of this statement does
not of itself auth9rize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another urxler federal, state, or

STATE OF CALIFORI IA DEPARTMEITOF 1•ousTR1AL RELATIOIS
WO RKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD

SPECIAL NOTICE OF LAWSUIT

{Pursuant to Labor Code Section 3716 and Code of
Civil Procedure Section 41 2.20)
WCAB No. RIV 0076863
To: Defendant Illegally Uninsured Employer:
Aviso: Aud lo estan demandando. La corte puede expedlr una decision que le afecte sin que se le escuche a
menos que ud actue pronto. Lea la siguiente informacion.
Defendant: WALTER JACK HALL;.Agent for Service of

Process; Liston Brick Company of Corona
Applicant{s): JOSE PULIDO, Applicant; Victor Pulido,
Deceased
NOTICES

1) A lawsu~, the attached Application for Adjudication of
Claim has been filed with the Workers Compensation
Appeals Board against you as the named defendant by
the above-named applicant{s). You may seek the advice
of an attorney in any matter connected v.ith this lawsuit
and such attorney should be consu~ed promptly so that
your response may be filed and entered in a timely fashion. If you do not know an attorney, you may c all an
attorney reference service or a legal aid office (see telephone directory). You may also request assistance/information from an Information and Assistance Officer of the

Division of Workers' Compenstaion {see telephone
directory).
2) An Answer to the Application must be filed and served
within six days of the service of the Application pursuant
to Appeals Board rules; therefore, your written response

must be filed with the Appeals Board promptly; a letter or
phone call 'Will not protect yo ur interests.

3) You will be seived with a Notice{s) or Hearing and
must appear at all hearings or conferences. After such
hearing , even absent your appearance, a decision may

be made and an award of compensation benefits may
issue against you. The a1Nard could result in the garnishment of your 'Wages, taking of your money or property or

other relief. If the App~als Board makes an award
against you, your house or other ctwelling or other prop-

erty may be taken to satisfy that award in a non-judicial
sale, 'With no exemptions from execution, A lien may also

be imposed upon your property without further hearing
and before the issuance of an aw-ard.

4) You must notify the Appeals Board of the proper
address for the. seivice of official and papers and notify
the Appeals Board <>f any changes in that address.
Take Action Now to Protect Your Interests!
Issued by; Workers' Compensation Appeals Board

Name and Address of Appeals Board: Workers'
Comensation Appeals Board
3737 Main St., 3rd Fl., Riverside CA 92501
Completed By:
Name and Address of Applicant's Attorney,
Representative {or Applicant ~ acting without
Attorney/Representative):
Law Offices of Alejo Lugo & Associates

3333 Central Ave , Suite G, Riverside, CA 92501 951276-1529
p. 3115, 3122, 3129, 415

common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b&p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2126/07.
,I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the t::ounty Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that "time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
.,;o~tion of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02868

p.318, 3/15, 3(12, 3129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
C & J APPRAISALS
67740 Quijo Rd.
Cathedral City, CA 92234
67740 Quijo Road
Cathedral City, CA 92234
Eduwardo Abug Reyes
67740 Quijo Rd.
Cathedral City, CA 92234
This business is conducted by
Individual. '
fl,egistrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name{s) listed above
on 01/29/07
I declare that all the infonmation
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Eduardo A. Reyes
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use ITT
this state of a fictitious business
name in vlolation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common ~w (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2128/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file' in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of lhe nghts of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. . WARD, County
Clerk
FILE N0.1-2007-00698

p.318, 3115, 'J/?.2, 3129
The foilo~ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
JERRY'S EXPRESS TAX
SERVICI!
JETS
3595 University Avenue, Suite
D
.
Riverside, CA 92501
Jerry Vine (NMN)
1005 North Center Avenue
#1310
Ontario, CA 91764
This business is conducted by
lndlvidual.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on January 1, 2007.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Jerry Vine
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious businass
name in violation of the nghts of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
or Riverside on 2/08/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of

this statement does not itsett
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictnous Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Secfion 14411, El
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
1.ARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-01978

p.318, 3115, 3122, 3129
The follo~ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ELITE COM MUNITY MANAGEMENT
ELITEASSET MANAGEMENT
387p0 Sky Canyon Drive, Suite
C
Murrieta, CA 92563
Rancho
Bernardo
Corxlominuim, Inc.
38760 Sky Canyon Drive, Suite
C
Murrieta, CA 92563
CALIFORNIA CORPORATION
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 01/2211997 (1) 02127/1984.
I declare that all the infom1ation
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Trnothy Mclean
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation or the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2/08/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious liusiness
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that 'lime. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state or
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-01977

p.318, 3115, 3122, 3129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CODE CHECKSERVICES
31681 Riverside Drive, Suite B
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530-7815
AKC Services, Inc.
31681 Riverside Drive, Suite B
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
Al# C2475717
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name{s) listed above
on 02101/2007.
I dedare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which·he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Christopher Jon Polster,
Executive VP/Secretary
LLC/AI# C2475717
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed ~ th the County
of Riverside on 2115/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE:This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itse~
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, stale or common
law (See Section 14411; Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-023\9

p.318, 3115, 3122, 3129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
LAW OFFICE OF LARA J.
GRESSLEY
389110th Street
Riverside, CA 92501
P.O. Box 77246
Corona, CA 92877

Barbara Caley
1081 Navajo
Perris, CA 92572
Larry Caley
1081 Navajo
Perris, CA 92572
This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fie.
titious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonmation
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Barbara Caley
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common ~w(sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed wnh the County
of Riverside on 2115/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
.a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights or another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02320

STATE OF CAUFOUIA DEPARTMHT OF IIDUSTRIAL RELATIOIS

WORKE RS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD

'

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under th~ ftcr
titious name(s) listed above.'. : .
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and:tarrect (Aregistrant who dectaM
as true, information which he.or
she _knows to be false isg ~
a come.)
•, •
sf.Anthony L. Brown, Sr. •
The fli ng of this statement
not of itseW authorize the usie!irthis state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights•of
another under federal, state,.or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq.
b&p code)
·' •·Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 3/02/07. :: ,
I hereby certify that this co~y. is'
a correct copy of the original_
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busioesi
name statement expires five
years from the date it was liled
in the Office of the County Clerk,
A new Fictitious Busin~}s
Name Statement must be ,file{
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself·
authorize the use in this stale of
a Fictitious Business Name·in
violation of therights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section, 14411.' Et .
Seq., Business and Profess)on~
Codie).
•.
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03195 • •

a~•

Continued on Page ~-5 ,

p.318, 3115, 3122, 3129
The follo~ng person(s) is (arel
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
RFP AIDS 07-01
HIV PREVENTION AN_D
EDUCATION OUTREACH
PROJECTS

The County of San
Bernardino, Department ol
Public Health invites proposals from qualified
organizations interested .In
contracting to provide f-i1V
Prevention and Education

Outreach Projects among
target populations in :,an
Bernardino
County.
Agencies and individuats

with past experience and
recognized expertise'' TI,
providing HIV preven\ion
and outreach services ,are

Lara Jayne Gressley
26975 Eagle Run St.
Corona, CA 92883

encouraged to submit proposals.
Upon approval by fhe
Board of Supervisors, a .
copy of RFP AIDS 07"Q.1
may be downloaded from
the
following
San
Bernardino County Internet

p.318, 3115, 3122, 3129
The follo~ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
AIRBO SIGNS
1081 Navajo
Perris, CA 92570

20688 Gelman Drive
Rrierside, CA 92508 ~

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact busITTess under the fictitious
site' on or after WednesdaY,
business name(s) listed above
March 21 , 2007..
' '
on 02115/07.
ht tp :1/www .co . s~,n- 1
I deciare that all the information
bernardino.ca.us/rfp/rfpt,st.
in this statement is true and corhtm
l
rect. (A registrant who declares Although the Internet is the
as true, Information which he or
preferred media for dlstrit>she knows lo be false Is guilty of ' uting the RFP, copies may
a crime.)
also be obtained rrom•the
Public
Health
st.Lara J. Gressley
Contracts/Special
Projects
The filing of this statement does
Unit
al
172
W.
3rd
Street,
not of ilsett authorize the use ITT
6th Floor, San Bemardin2i,
this stale of a fictitious business
CA 9'2415.
''
name in violation of the rights of
Proposers are invited,· tq
another under federal, state, or
submit quesr10ns regar~IQ.9 .
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
the RFP to the above
b&p code)
address by 4:00 PM,
Statement filed wnh the County
Wednesday, April 4, 2007.
of Riverside on 2122/07.
Late questions may no~ ire
considered.
All questions
I hereby certify that this copy is
and
answers win be posted
a correct copy of the original
on the San Bernardino
statement on file in my office.
County Internet site.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
Individual responses o
name statement expires five
questions are prohibited. ..
years from the date it was filed
A proposal conference"will
in the Office of the County Clerk.
be held to give Propos9!'S
A new Fictitious Business
the opportunity to revier,
Name Statement must be filed · areas of the RFP and a•k
questions that will aid in
before that time. The filing of
proposal
preparatioi>
this statement does not itself
Attendance al the conferauthorize the use in this state of
ence Is not mandatory.
· a Fictitious Business Name in
However. Proposers are
violation of the rights of another
strongly encouraged to
under federal, state or common
attend. The conrerence will
law (See Section 14411, Et
be held on Wednesday,
Seq., Business and Professions
March 28, 2007 at 1d:00
Code).
a.m. at County of San
Bernardino, Department of
LARRY W. WARD, County
Public Health, Public
Clerk
Health
Conference Room,
FILE NO.R-2007-02658
172 W. Third St., 6th Floor,
p,318, 3115, 3122, 3129
San Bernardino, CA 92415.
Proposals
must
be
The following person(s) is (are)
received prior to 4:00 PM,
doing business as:
Wednesday, April 25, 2001.
GOLDSTAR MEDtA
Proposals received art~r
GRANTSEARCH DATA
this deadline will not be
considered. Absolutely no
FREE MONEY ON GRANTS
exceptions.
20688 Gelman Drive
For further information,
Riverside, CA92506
please contact Aimee
231 E. Alessandro Blvd., Suite
Westrom, Public Health
A-205
Contracts/Special Projects
Riverside, CA 92508
Unit at (909) 387-6245.
p. 31'22/07

Anthony Lynn Brown, Sr.

CNS-1104 764/1

STATE OF C,ALIFOUIA DEPARTMEIT OF IIDUSTRIAL RELAllO!S
WORKERS' COMPEISATION APPEALS BOARD ,

SPECIAL NOTICE OF LAWSUIT

SPECIAL NOTIC E Of LAWSUIT

(Pursuant to Labor Code Section 3716 and Code of
Civil Procedure Section 412.20)

(Pursuant to Labor Code Section 3716 and Code or'
Civil Procedure Section 41 2. 20)

WCAB No. LBO 0382690

WCAB

lio. MON 0324608

To: Defendant, Illegally Uninsured Employer:
Aviso: Aud lo estan demandando. La carte puede expedir una decision que le afecte sin que se le escuche a

To: Defendant, Illegally Uninsured Employer:
Aviso: Aud lo estan demandando. La carte puede expedir una decision que le afecte sin que se le escuche .a

menos que ud actue pronto. Lea la siguiente informa•
cion.
Defendant CONC RETE GRAPHICS
Apphcant(s): AURELIO SALAZAR
NOTICES

menos que ud actue pronto. Lea la siguiente informacion.
Defendant: C RC RIM, Inc.
Applicant(s): BLANCA E. FRANCO
NOTICES

1) A lawsu~, the attached Application for Adjudication of
Claim has been filed with lhe Worke~ Compensation
Appeals Board against you as the named defendent by
the above-named applicant(s). Yo'u may seek th.e advice
of an attorney in any matter connected with this lawsuit
and such attorney should be consulted promptiy so that
your response may be filed and entered in a timely fash-

1) A lawsu~. lhe attached Application for Adjudication of
Claim has been filed with lhe Workers Compensation'
Appeals Board against you as lhe named defendent by
the above-named applicant{s). You may seek the advice
of an attorney in any matter connected with this lawsuit.
and such attorney should be consulted prompHy so that
your response may be filed af\d entered in a timely fash-

ion. If you do not know an attorney, you may call an
attorney reference service or a legal aid office (see telemation from an Information and Assistance Officer of the

ion. If you do ·not know an attorney, you may call an
attorney reference service or a legal aid office (see tele-~
phone directory). You may also request assistanceflnfor- '
mation from an Information ar1d Assistance Officer of the

Division of Workers' Compensation {see telephone
direc)ory).
2) An Answer to the Application must be filed and se,ved
v.ithin six days of the service of the Application pursuant

Division of Workers' Compensation {see telephone-directory).
'
2) An Answer to the Application must be filed and served'
within six days of the service of the Application pursuant·

to Appeals Board rules; therefore, your 'N!'itten response

to Appeals Board rules; therefore, your 'Mitten responSe

must be filed with the Appeals Board promptly; a letter or
3) You will be seived v.th a Notice{s) of Hearing and

must be filed with tile Appeals Board promptly; a letter 9r ·
phone call v.11 not protect your interests.
3) You will be se,ved v.ith a Notice{s) of Hearing and

must appear at all hearings or conferences. Afte r suc'h
hearing, even absent you r appearance, a dec ision may

must appear at all hearings or conferences. After sw; h ~
hearing, even absent your appearance, a decision may_

phone directory). You may also request assistance/infor-

phone call 'MIi not protect your interests.

be made and an award of compensation benef~s may
issue against you. The award could result in the garnishment of your wages, taking of your money or property or

other relief. If the Appeals Board makes an award
against you, you r house or other dwelling or other prop-

erty may be taken to satisfy tllat award in a non-judicial
sale, with no exemptions from execution. A lien may also

be imposed upon your property without further hearing
and before the issuance of an award.

4) You must notify the Appeals Board of the proper
address for the service of official and papers and notify
the Appeals Board of any changes in that address.
Take Action Now to Protect Your Interests!
Issued by: Workers' Compensation Appeals Board
Name and Address of Appeals Board: Workers'
Compensation Appeals Board
300 Oceangate Drive, Suite 200, Long Beach, CA
90802-4339
Completed By:
Name and Address of Applicant's Attorney,
Representative {or Applicant if acting without
Attorney/Representative):
Alejo Lugo, Esq.
3333 Central Ave., Suite G, Riverside, CA 92506 951276-1529
p, 3/15, 3122, 3/29, 415

be made and an award of corrpensation benefits m,i:y
issue against you. The award could result in the garnish-

ment of your wages, taking of your money or property or
other relief. If the Appeals Board makes an award
against you, your house or other dwelling or other prop-,
erty may be taken to sabsfy that award in a non-judicial.
sale, with no exemptions from execution. A lien may al~.o
be imposed upon your property without further hearing· ,
and before the issuance of an a'Nard.

4) You must notify the Appeals Board of the proper~
address for the service of official and papers and no!Jfy
lhe Appeals Board of any changes in that address.
Take Action Now to Protect Your Interests!
Issued by: Workers' Compensation Appeals Board
Name and Address of Appeals Board: Worker&'
Compensation Appeals· Board
3737 Main St., 3rd Fl., Riverside CA 92501
Completed-By:
Name and Address of Applicant's Attorne,y,
Representative

(or

Applicant

if

a cting

withoyt'

Attorney/Representative):
Alejo Lugo, Esq.
3333 Central Ave., Suite G, Riverside, CA 92506 951 276-1529 .
t,
p . 3/15, 3/22, 31'29, 4/S
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doing business as:
MARKET TAP INDUSTRIES
11701 Independent Street
Riverside, CA 92503

Chri;topher Robert Ryan
11701 Independence St.
Riversi~e, CA 92503
~.I

This business is oonducted by
lnd(vidual.
RegiStranl has nol yet begun to
tran&act business under the fictitious name(s) isled above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and oorrect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false Is guilty of
crfme.)
ii.Chris Ryan
The filing of this statement does
601 of itself authorize the use in
lhis state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq.
~ &p code)
Slatement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2/23107.
fhereby certify that this oopy is
a correct copy of the original
talement on file in my office.
WOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the dale ii was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
. A ~new Fictitious Business
Mame Statement must be filed
beiore thal time. The filing of
4Jis ~tatement does not itself
a~e the use in this state of
aFil:titious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
l,lw (See Section 14411 , Et
Seq., Business ard Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
rlLE NO.R-2007-02823
p.318, 3/15, 'J/22, 'J/29

J

The following peraon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ps TACTICAL ARMS
920 N. Hargrave St.
~anning, CA 92220

.

Ray Charles Sasser, Jr.
~20 N. Hargrave St.
Bal\Rlng, CA 92220

.

!~business is conducted by
tndwiaual.
!legistrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
deqlare that all the information
inp.is statement is true and corfect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
sl)e knows to be false is guilty of
~crime.)
s/.Ray Sasser, OWner
The filing of this statement does
Ml of itself authorize the use in
this slate of a fictitious business
~amjl in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
t:o,mion law (sec. 1440 seq.
b&p code)
Statemenl fled with the County
pf Riverside on 2/27/07.
I hereby certify that this oopy is
a correct copy of the original
~tatement on file in my olfice.
NO~CE: This fiotitious busi~
~ame statement expires five
~ears from the date it was lifed
In the Office of Ille County Clerk.
: A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
{his statement does not itse~
authorize the use in this state of
~ Fiaitious Business Name in
violatlon of the rights of another
finder federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions

l

et.

Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerlt
fill: NO.R-2007-03006
p.318, 3115, 'J/22, 'J/29
The ·following peraon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
WEAR JEWELRY
Q3450 Cavandish Lane
Mpreno Valley, CA 92~

I

Yvonne McKinney (NMN)
13450 Cavandish Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
this• business is cond~cted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
hnsact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
declare that all tile information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
ijCrime.)
II.Yvonne McKinney
The filing of this statement does
pot of itse~ authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
Oame in violation of the rights of
anotller under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
p&poode)
Statement filed wilh the County
pf Riverside on 2/27/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
~tatement.on file in my office.
NOTICE: This ficti.tious business
~ame statement expires five
rears from the dale it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
' A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
!his statement does not itseW
authorize the use in this state of
~ Fictitious Business Name in •
violation of the rights of another
Under federal, state or oommon
iaw: (see Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions

t

as

~ode).

'

LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
~ILE NO.R-2007-02954

p.318, 3115, 'J/22, 'J/29
1he follOlling peraon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
~ WHTRUCKING INC.
28820 Bay Ave.
ldoreno Valley, CA 92555

•·

EWH Trucking, Inc.
~ALIFORNIA
fhls business is conducted by
i:orporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
lransact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation
In th~ slatement is true and correct. (A registrant-who declares
as trlle, infonnation which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.SamFinley, Jr. Director
The filing of this statement does

Page B-6

not of itseW authorize the use in
violation of the rights of another
this state of a fictitious business
under federal, state or common
name in violation of the rights of
law (See Section 14411 , Et
another under federal, state, or
Seq., Business and Professions
common law (sec. 1440 et seq.
Code).
b &p code)
LARRY
WARD, County
Statement filed with the County
Clerk
of Riverside on 2fl.6/07.
FILE NO.R-2007-02207
I heneby certify that this copy Is
p.318, 3115, 3122, 'J/29
a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
NOTICE: This fictitious business
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
name statement expires five
RIC 415761
years from the 'date It was filed
To All Interested Persons:
in tile Office of the County Clerk,
Petitioner: CIHJ Rood Bltn
A new Fictitious Business
filed a petition with this oourt for
Name Statement must be filed
a decree changing names as
before that tinie. The filing of
follows: CASEY ROOD BATES
this statement does not itseW
to C■Ny Donald Y■maguchl.
authorize the use in this state of
The Court Orders that all pera Fictitious Business Name in
sons interesied in this matter
violation of the rights of another
shall appear before this court at
under federal, stale or'common . the hearing indicated below to
law (See Section 14411, Et
show cause, tt any,why the petiSeq., Business and Professions
tion for change of na!ll8 should
Code).
not be granted. Notice of
LARRY W. WARD, County
Hearing Date: April 3, 2007,
Clerk
nme 8:30, Dept: 03. Acopy of
FILE NO.R-2007-02928
this Order to Show cause shall
p.318, 3115, 3122, 'J/29
be published al least once each
week for four successive weeks
The following persoo(s) ~ (are)
prior to the date set 1or hearing
doing business as:
on the petition in the following
HOME INSPECTION PROS.
newspaper of general circula•
2591 OAnnette Ave.
lion, printed in this county: Black
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Voice News.
Date: Feb. 13, 2007
Sheron LaKlesha Sanford
Stephen D. Gunnison, Judge of
25910 Annette Ave.
the Superior Court.
· Moreno Valley, CA 92551
p.318, 3115, 31'22, 'J/29

w.

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guity of
a crime.)
s/.Shenron Sanford
The filing of this statement does·
not of itseW authorize the use int
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the .rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2109/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date It was filed
inthe Office of tile County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itse~
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY w. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02117

p.318, 3115, 'J/22, 3129
The following person(s) Is (ate)
doing business as:
SUCCESS!
19532 Sunwest R_d.
Rive!Side, CA 92508
19532 Sunwest Rd.
Rive!Slde, CA92508
Mary Ann Bowman
19532 Sunwest Rd.
Rive!Side, CA 92508
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registranf has not yet begun to
, transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
. as true, nfonmation which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Mary Ann Bowman
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2/21/07.
I hereby certify that this'copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date It was filad
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not ltseW
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02547

p.318, 3115, 'J/22, 'J/29
The following person(s) is (ate)
doing business as:
GODDESS DESIGNS
~!!eNE::r!lcA 92530'
Stephanie Ann Bensimon
33399'Blackwell Blvd.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and oorrebt. (A registrant who declares
as true, infonnation which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Stephanie Ann Bensimon
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2113107.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The fling of
this statement does not itsett
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in

NOTICE OF PET1T10N fo
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF

DIANA ELIZABETH
SIMONSEN AKA DI SIMONSEN
Rlfl 091909
To anheirs, beneficiaries, creditors, contingent creditors, and
persons who may otherwise be
interested In the will or estate, or
both, of: Diana Elizabeth
Simonsen aka Di Simonsen. A
petition for Probate has been
filed by: April Nelsen in the
Superior Court of California,
County of: Riverside. The
Petition for probate requests
thllt: Apnl Nelsen be appointed
as personal representative lo
administer tile estate of the
decedent The petition requests
the decedent's will and codicils,
tt any, be admitted to probate.
The will and any codici~ are
available for examination in the
file kept by the court. The petition request authority to administer the estate under' the
Independent Administration of
Estates Act. (This autholi1y will
allow the personal representative to take many actioos without obtaining oourt approval.
Before taking certain very
Important actions, however, the
pesonal representative wiU be
f8<1Uired to_give notice to interes1ed praons unless they have
waived notice or consented to
the proposed action.) The independent administration authority
will be granted unless an interested person files an objection
to the petition and shows good
cause why the oourt should not
grant the authority. A hearing on
the petition will be held in tlis
court as follows: Date: 4f10/07
Time: 9:00 a.m. Dept.: 10.
Superior Court of California,
County of Riverside, 4050 Main
Street, Riverside, CA 92501,
Main Branch. If you object to Ille
granting of ,the petition, you
should appear at the hearing
and state your objections or file
written objections lwth the court
before the hearing. Your
appearance may be in person or
by your attorney. If you are a
creditor or a contingent creditor
of the deceased, you must file
your claim with the court and
mail a copy to the personal representative appointed by the
court within four months from
the date of first issuance of letters as provided n Probate Code
section 9100. The time for filing
daims will not expire before four
months from the hearing date
noticed above.
Attorney for petitioner. EHiott
Luchs, Attorney at Law, 6377
Riverside Ave., #200, Riverllide,
CA92506
p.318, 3115, 3122, 'J/29

235'47 Descanso Dr.
Moreno Veney, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wffe.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficOOous name(s) listed above.
I declare that al the Information
in thi1 statement is true and cared. (A registrant who declares
as true, Information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Gamilo Arellano
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of afictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 3/06/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the orignal
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
year, from the date it was filad
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filad
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, stale or common
law (See Section 14411, El
Seq., Business and Professions

• not of itself authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b&p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2128/07.
I heieby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the dale It was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions

Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03039

p.3115, 3122, 3129, 41T
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SUSHI ARIGATO
2955 Van Buren Blvd., #02, 3
Riverside, CA 92503
Ju & Ju Us Corporation
41915 Motor Car Pkwy #O&E
Temecula, CA 92591
CALIFORNIA

Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County

Clen\
FILE NO.R-2007-03431

p.3115, 'J/22, 3129, 417
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

TNAT IIOUTIQUE
24175 Postal Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Shirley J,an Pride
2738 Spring Piece
Banning, CA 92220
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact business urder the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 4/26/2006.
I declare that all the Information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sl.Shiney J. Pride
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq.
b&p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Rivfflide on 3/08107.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the origlnal
statement on file In my office. NOTICE: Thisfictitious business
name statement expires five
yeara from the dale it was filad
in tile Office of 1ht County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use ~ this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Businesund Professions

Code).

•

LARRY W. WARD, County

Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03552

p.3115, 'J/22, 3129, 417
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MARCELLA'S CREATIONS
22193 Sweetgum Ave.
Moreno Y!lley, CA 92553
Marcella Renee Moore
22193 Sweetgum Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the Information
in this statement is true and corThe following person(s) is (are)
rect. (Aregistrant who declares
doing business as:
as true, information which he or
ELABORATE
FLORAL
she knows to be false is guilty of
DESIGN
a aime.)
9281 Ouncan Ave.
s/.Marcella R. Moore
Riverside, CA 92503
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
Cheryl Faye Albrecht •
this state of a fictitious business
9281 Ouncan Ave.
· name in violation of the rights of
Riverside, CA 92503
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
This business is conducted by
b &p code)
Stateme11t filed with the County
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
of Riverside on 3/05/07.
transact business under the ficI hereby certify that this copy is
titious name(s) listed above.
a correct copy of the origilal
I declare that aH the information
statement on file in my office.
in this statement is true ard corNOTICE: Ttis fictitious business
rect. (A registrant who declares
name statement expires five
years from the dale it was filed
as true, infoimation which he or
she knows to be false Is guilty of
Inthe Office of the County Clerk.
a crime.)
A new Fictilious Business
s/.Cheryl F. Albrecht
Name Statement must be filed
The filing of this statement does·
before that time. The filing of
not of itself authorize the use in
Ills stalement does not itself
this stale of a fictitious business
authorize the use in this state of
name in violation of the rights of
a Fictitious Business Name in
another under federal, state, or
violation of the rights of another
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
under federal, state or oommon
b &p oode)
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Statement filed with the County
Code).
of Riverside on 3/07/07.
I hereby certlfy that this copy is
LARRY W. WARD, County
a correct copy of the original
Cle!k
statement on file in my office.
FllE NO.R-2007-03310
NOTICE: This fictitious business
p.3115, 3122, 3129, 417
name statement expires five
years from the date It was filed
The following person(s) is (are}
in the OffJCe of the County Clerk.
doing business as:
A new Fictitious Business
£XCEL NURSING CNA &
Name Stalemenl must be filed
CHHA EDUCATIONAL SE""before that time. The filing of
ICES
this statement does not itsett
35787 Butcl',1rt St.
authorize the use in this state of
Wtldomar, CA 92595
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
Aderonke Akande
lJldef federal, stale or common
25787 Butchart Sl
law (See Section 14411, Et
Wildomar, CA 9259?
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Josefina Garino
LARRY W. WARD, County
6011 E. Ridgewood Ct.
Cieri<
Anaheim Hills, CA 92807
FILE NO.R-2007-03445
p.3115, 'J/22, 'J/29, 417 This business Is conducted by a
General Partnership.
The following person(s) Is (are)
Registrant has not yet begun to
doing business as:
transect business under the fie-'
CAMMARY &ASSOCIATES
titious name(s) listed above.
23547 Descanso Drive
I declare that all the Information
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
inthis statement is true and correct. (Aregistrant who declares
Gamilo Arellano Jr. (NMN) ,
as true, information which he or
23547 Descanso Drive
she knows tobe false is gully of
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
a crime.)
s/.Aderonke Akande
Maribel Arella,no (NMN)
The filing of this statement does

This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
·as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Bong Ju Lee, President
The fling of this statement does
not of itseW authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2/23/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct oopy of the original
statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busness
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement musl be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statemenl does not itsett
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions

Code),
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02855

p.3115, 31'22, 'J/29, 417
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

SHHH IT'S PARTY TIME ETC.
12731 Terrapin Way
~rona. CA 92880
Trinette Jonell Briggs
12731 T811llpin WfI'f
Corona, CA 92880

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
inthis statement is true and correct. (A registrant who dedares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false Is guilty of
a aine.)
s/.Trinette Briggs
The filing of this statement does
nol of ltsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2116/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
intile Office of the County Cle!k.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itsett
authorize the use in tills state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of lhe rights of another
urder federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Cler1(

FILE NO.R-2007-02457

p.3115, 3122, 'J/29, 41T
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
STAR AUTO GLASS & TINT
10306 Wells S~eet
Rive!Sid,, CA 92505
Shar1ette Hanna (NMN)
3517 Caprlole
Riverside, CA 92503
Adel David (NMN)
3517 Gaprlole Rd.
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wde.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all lhe nformation
in this statement is true and oorrect. (A registranl who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Sha~ette Hanna
The fil~g of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 3106f07.
I hereby certify thal this oopy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date It was filed
il the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of

,,.

Thursday, March 22, 2007

lhis statement does not ltsett
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in •
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03384

p.3115, 3122, 'J/29, 417
The folklwing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
STEE &HUDSON
13400 Elsworth Sf. #132
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Shauntee Marie Chalkus
13400 Elsworth St. #132
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registranl has not yet begun to
transact busiless under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and oorrect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Shauntee M. Chalkus
The filing of this statement does
not of ilsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code).
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2/27/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: Thisfictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date ~ was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this stale of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of tile rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions

Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Cler1c
FILE NO.R-2007-02849

p.3115, 3122, 'J/29, 417
The following person(s) is (are)
dong business as:
RICH HITS PRODUCTIONS
2442 Iowa Ave. #J5
Riverside, CA 92507
Larin Jamar Owens
2442 Iowa Ave. #J5
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, Information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
S/.Lerin J. Owens
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 14'40 et. seq.
b&pcode)
Statement filed with the Coucty
of Riverside on 3/08107,
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on ftje in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date It was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
tills statement does not itse~
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et
' Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03571
p.3115, 3122, 'J/29, 417
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
INNOVATIVE REHAB
4053 Chestnut Sl
Riverside, CA 92501
Androw Soria Melendrez, Jr.
1550 Country Club Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business ~ conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has nol yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information YAlich he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Androw S. Melendrez, Jr.
The filing of this statement does
not of ttsett authorize the use in
this state of afict~ious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p oode)
Statement filed v.ith the County
of Riverside on 211fJ/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE:This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
viOlation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et
Seq .. Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02372

p.3115, 3122, 'J/29, 417
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
G&S INVESTMENT ENTERPRISES
83097 Avenue 48 # Dia
CoacheHa, CA 92236
82594 Pisa Ct.
Indio, CA 92203
GPS lnvE:5tment Enterprises

CALIFORNIA
This business Is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (Aregistrant who declares
as true, infonnation which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
acrimii.)
s/.Sam Kazmouz, OWner
The filing of this statement does
not of itse~ authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in viola!ion of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &poode)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 3112107.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct oopy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE:This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date It was filed
In the Office of the County Clerk:
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not ilsett
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of tile rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE N0.1-2007-00848
p. 3122, 3129, 415, 4112
The following peraon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
PURA FRESH WATER SYSTEMS
33043 Sage Ct.
Temecula, CA 92592
· Joseph WilliamRabe
33043 Sage Ct.
Temecula, CA 92592

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) isled above.
I declare that all the information
inthis statement Is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she koows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Joseph W. Rabe
The filing of this statement does
not of itse~ authorize the use in
this stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p oode)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 3/08/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office,
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
, years from the date It was filed
• in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
bef~re that time. The filing of
this slateme11t does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
1 Fletitlous Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state 01 common
law (See Section 14411, El
Seq., BUliness ard Professions
Code). ,
LARRY W. WARD, County
Cieri<
, FILE NO.R-2007-03517
,
p. 3122, 'J/29, 415, 4112

The filing of this statement does
not of ilse~ authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 3/16/07.
I hereby certify that this oopy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: Thisfictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date It was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et
Seq., Business ard Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03918

p. 'J/22, 3129, 415, 4112
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FRAZIER GROUP REALTY
3585 Main Street #210
Riverside, CA 92501
2182 DuPont Drive, Suite #218lrvine, CA92612
Frazier Group Realty, Inc.
3585 Main Street, #210
Riverside, CA 92501
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant oommenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 8/31/2006.
I declare that all the infonnation
in this statement is true and correct. (Aregistrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
.
s/.Ruby Frazier, President
The filing of tllis statement does
not of itseW authorize the use in
this state of fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 3f12/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itse~
authorize the use In this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the lights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03635

a

p. 3/22, 3129, 415, 4112
The follwq person(s) is (are)
doing busiless as:
REAL TIME STAFFING &
SOLUTIONS
39982 Savanna Way
Murrieta, CA 92563
P.O. Box 893246
Temecula, CA 92589-3246
RX Staffing & Solutions, Inc.
CALIFORNIA

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
M.A.$. ONE DOLLAR &
MORE
25211 Sunnymead Blvd., Ste
F1
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The fiHng of
tllis statement does not itsett
authorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or oommon
law (See Section 14411, El
Seq., Business and Professions

Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03771
p. 'J/22; 'J/29, 415, 4112
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
DZINORGAL
4174 Cover Street
Riverside, CA 92506
Rhonda Jeaninne Hurt
4174 Cover Street
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant oommeneed to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 2107.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (Aregistrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Rhonda J. Hurt
The filing of this statement does
not of itself"authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
corrvnon law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 3/05/07.
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office,
NOTICE: This fictitious businesi
name stalement expires five
years from the date It was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The fling of
this statement does not itsett
authorize the use inthis state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or oonrnon
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03339

p, 'J/22, 'J/29, 415, 4112
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
EZ BAIL BOND AGENCY
42 W. Ramsey St. #101
Banning, CA 92220
Redrick
Cejon
Nicholas
\Wliams
338091.'ossy Glen
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitiou
business name(s) listed above
on March 12, 2007.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (Aregistrant who declares
as true, ilfonmation which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Redrick Williams
The filing of this statement does
not of itse~ authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another urder federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &poode)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 3/13107.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a oorrect copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: Thisfictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not ltse~
authorize the use in this slale of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
. law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03759

Moreno Valley, CA 92557

•

Ismail Mohammait Saidahmad
22551 Sheffield Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (Aregistrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
·
s/.lsmail M. Saklahmad
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of·
another urder federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b&p oode}
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2121f07.
I hereby certify that this oopy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on .file in my office. , _
NOTICE:Thisfictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date tt was filed
inthe Office of the County Clerk.
A new Fictitious Businefs
Name Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itsettauthorize the use in this state of
a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
•
LARRY W. WARO, County
Cler1c
FILE NO.R-2007-02621
p.'J/22, 'Jl2g, 415, 41i2:
The following person(s) is (are):
doing business as:
WOLF RESEARCH
31147 Bell Circle .
Winchester, CA 92596
Megan Erin Wolf
31147 Bell Circle
Winchester, CA 92596
This business· is conducted by ,'
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to:
transact business under the fie- •
titious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
inthis statement is true and correct. (Aragistranl who declares
as true, information which he or'
she knows to be false is guilty of:
a aime.)
s/.Megan E. Wolf
The filing of this statement does '.
not of itse~ authorize the use in •
this stale of a fictitious business '
name in violation of the rights o(
another under federal, state, or .
common law (sec. 1440 et seq.·
b &p oode)
:
Statement filed with the County .
of Riverside on 2123107.
· I hereby certify that this copy is :
a correct copy of the original ,
statement on file in my office. :
NOTICE: Thisfictitious business '
name statement expires five .
years from the date it was filed ,
inthe Office of the County Clerk. '
A new Fictitious Business
Name Statement must be filed ,
before that time. ,, The filing of·
this statement does not itsett •
authorize the use in this state of :
a Fictitious Business Name in •
violation of the rights of another·
under federal, state or common :
law (See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, Counfy ,
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02826
.

This business is conducted by
p.'J/22, 'J/29, 415, 4112 •
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
The following person(s) is (are):
transact business urder the ficdoing business as:
titious name(s) listed above.
PILATE$ ON THE LINE
I declare that all the information
41552AventineCt.
in this statement is true and corPalm Desert, CA 92260
Laurence Ochoa (NMN)
rect. (A registrant who declares
26538 Pegasus Way
as true, information which he or
Energyban, LLC
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
· she knows to be false Is guilty of
75-175 Menle Dr. #150
a crime.)
Palm Desert, CA 92211
This business is conducted by
s/.Darryl S. Moore, CEO
CALIFORNIA
Individual.
The fiHng of this statement does
Registrant commenced to transnot of itseW authorize the use in
This business is conducted by .
act business under the fictitious
this state of a fictitious business
Individual.
business name(s) listed above
Registrant has not yet begun to
name in violation of the r,,ihts of
on 03119/07.
another under federal, state, or
transact business under the fictitious name(s) fisted above.
I declare thllt all the information
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
In this statement is true and corI declare that all the information
b &p code)
rect. (A registrant who declares Statement filed with the County
in this statement is true and coras true, information which he or
of Riverside on 3.113/07.
rect. (Aregstrant who declares
as true, in(ormation which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct oopy of the original '
a crime.)
p. 31'22, 31'29, 415, 4112 she knows to be false is guilty of
s/.Laurence Ochoa
statement on file in my office.
a crime.)
The following person(s) is (are)
sf.Courtney
Cook,
The filing of this statement does
NOTICE: Thisficlitious business
not of itself authorize the use in
name statement expires Jive
doing business as:
Officer/Manager
years
from
the
date
it
was
filed
The
filing
of
this
statement
does
this state of a fictitious business
ORANGEVlEW FAMILY SERVname in violation of the rights of
in the Office of the County Clerit.
ICES
not of itself authorize the use in ·
another under federal, state, or
A new Fictitious Business
3533Amberty Ln.
this state of a fictitious business ,
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
Perris, CA 92571
name in violation of the rights of
Name Statement must be filed
b&p code)
before that time. The filing of
another under federal, state, or ·
this statement, does not itsett
Statement filed with the County
Andrea Yvette Taylor
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. :
of Riverside on 3119/07.
authorize the use in this state of
3533 Amberty Ln.
b &p code)
Stalement filed with the County
I hereby certify that this oopy is
a Fictitious Business Name in
Perris, CA 92571
of
Riverside on 3/06/07.
a correct copy of the original
violation of the rights of another
This business is conducted by
statement.on file in my office. 1 under federal, state or oommon
I hereby certify that this oopy is :
law (See Section 14411, Et
a correct copy of the original•
NOTICE: This fictitious business
Individual.
name statement expires five
Seq., Business and Professions
Registrant has not yel .begun to
statement on file in my office.
years from the date it was filed
Code).
transact business under the ficNOTICE: This fictitious business
in the Office of the County Clerk.
name statement expires five ,
LARRY W. WARD, County
titious name(s) listed above.
Clerk
•
A new Fictitious Business
I declare that all the information
years from the date it was filed
in this statement is true and corName Statement must be filed
FILE NO.R-2007-03772
in the Office of the County Clerk. :
p. 'J/22, 'J/29, 415, 4112
rect. (Aregistrant who declares
before that time. The filing of
A new Fictitious Business
as true, information which he or · Name Statement roost be filed
this statement does not itself
authorize lhe use in lhis state of
The following person(s) is (are)
before that time. The filing of
she knows lo be false is guilty of
a Fictitious Business Name in
doing business as:
a crime.)
this statement does not itself.
violation of the rights of another
s/.Andrea Yvette Taylor
EVA'S HOUSEKEEPING
autllorize the use in tllis state of
5244 Manhart Cir.
a Fictitious Business Name in·
under federal, state or common
The filing Qf this statemenl does
violation of the rights of anoth!!r '
law (See Section 14411 , Et
Riverside, CA 92509
not of Itself authorize the use in
Seq., Business and Professions
under federal, state or common ,
this state of a fictitious business
Evangelina Hernandez (NMN)
Code).
name in violation of the rights of
law (See Section 14411, Et'
another under federal, state, or
LARRY W WARD, County
5244 Manhart Cir.
Seq., Business ard Professions :
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. , Code).
Clerk
Riverside, CA 92509
FILE NO.R-2007-03985
b &p oode)
LARRY W. WARD, County
p. 'J/22, 'J/29, 415, 4112 This business Is conducted by
Statement filed with the County
Clerk
Individual.
of Riverside on 3/16/07.
FILE N0.1-2007-00783
The following peraon(s) is (are)
Registrant has not yet begun to
I hereby certify that this copy is
p. 'J/22, Y29, 415, 4112
doing business as:
lransact business under lhe fie•
a correct copy of the original
LORDS REALTY GRP, LLC
titious name(s) listed above.
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO
17130 Van Buren Blvd. #54
I declare that all the lnfonnation
NOTICE: Thisfictitious business
SELL ALCOHOLIC BEVER~
Riverside, CA 92504
in this statement is true and corname statement expires five
AGES
17924 Krameria Ave.
rect. (A registrant who declares
years from the date it was filed
Date of Filing Application:
Riverside, CA 92504
as true, information which he or
Inthe Office of the County Clerk.
MARCH 12, 2007
she knows to be false is guilty of
A new Fictitious Business
To Whom It May Concern:
Lords Realty GRP, LLC
Name Statement must be filed
The Name(s) of the Appicant(s)
a crime.)
17130 Van Buren Blvd. #54
s/.Evangelina Hernandez
before that time. The filing of
is/are: JU & JU US CORPORARiverside, CA 92504
The filing of this statement does
tllis statement does not itsett
TION. The applicants listed
NEVADA
not of itse~ authorize the use in
authorize the use in this state of
above are applying to the
this state of a fictitious business
a Fictitious Business Name in
Department of Alcoholic
violation of the rights of another
This business is conducted by
name in violation of the rights of
Beverage Control to sell alcoLimited
Liability
another under federal, state, or
under federal, state or common
holic beverages at: 2955 VAN
law (See Section 14411, Et
BUREN BLVD., STE. D2-D3,
Company/Partnership.
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
Registrant has not yet begun to
b &p code)
Seq., Business and Professions
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503-567~.
transact business under the ficStatement filed with the County
Code).
Type of License(s) Applied for:
titious name(s) listed above.
• of Riverside on 3113f07.
LARRY W. WARD, County
41-0N-SALE BEER AND WINE
I declare that all the information
I hereby certify tllat this QOPY is
Clerk
• EATING PLACE
in this statement is true and cora correct oopy of the original
FILE NO.R-2007-03893
p. 3122
rect. (Aregistrant who declares
statement on file in my office.
p. 3122, 'J/29, 415, 4112
as true, lnfonnation which he or
NOTICE: This fictitious business
she knows to be false is guilty of
The following peraon(s) is (are)
name slalemenl expires five
years from the dale tt was filed
a crime.)
doing business as:
s/.Clifford
Mattson,
In the Office of the County Cieri\.
YAZOAL
A new Fictitious Business
22551 Sheffied Dr.
Owner/Man~r
~

.
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WOMEN IN WHITE
LUNCHEON
The New Hope Missionary
Society invites you to their
cinnual
Women-in-White
luncheon, Saturday, March
31, 2007 at 10:00 AM. The
featured speaker will be
Evangelist
Gwendolyn
Rodgers of th~ Church of the
Living God. The dress.for the
day is white. For further
information please contact
the church office at 909-8872526. The church is located
c!t 1575 W. 17th St., San
Bernardino CA.

Rev. Or. Robert L.
Fairley

year's
theme is "A
Church
Fulfilling the
D i v i n e
Imperative"
and .will be
held with Rev.

Fredrick
L.
Fairley,
Pastor,
Brean
Baptist Church, Phoenix, AZ
as lecturer and Rev. Keith
Clark, Pastor of the World
Assembly
Community
Church, Oakland, CA as
Evangelist.
New Hope is
located at 1575 W. 17th
Street, San Bernardino. For
more information contact
(909) 887-2526.

REVIVAL REVIVAL

FATHERHOOD
CONFERENCE 2007

' New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church will host their
revival on April 3, 4, and 5,
2007 beginning at 6:30 p.m.

Fatherhood

SHEPHERD'S

2007 will be held May 17-19
at ' the Ontario Airport
Marriott. The event will offer
two sessions. May 17-18;
professional service and
support organizations convene to discuss the social
impact of fathers on families
and communities. As well
as, creating means to provide greater resources to
benefit the entire family.
On May 19, Fatherhood
Conference 2007 will open
to the public in an effort to
meet the needs of families
s~arching for support and
answers. This session will
offer workshops, discussions, resources and distinct
keynote speakers.
For more information,
!!)lease visit www.streetpositive.com .<http://www.street-

positive.com> . Or, contact
(909) 370-2805.
Exhibitor space available.
If interested in presenting,
contact Ms. Pamela Stewart
at (951) 347-4206.·

MUSICAL AT CENTRAL
PARK
Christ In Us
The Hope of
Glory Church,
Apostle
Charles and
Prophetess
Apostle Charles & Renee
Willis

T

h

Wednesday
Friday

(909) 597-7134

s

....
,~v 1
•

,

Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship
'
178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

951.683.2916

7:30
7:30

•r

-·
.. L

~

RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER
Worshl/jping In Spirit & in Truth" Joh/'1'4:24

1'

,. ,. ":,'"

12:00pm

~

•

t~~

, _

~

Wei~vi~eyouto
Worship wuh us on...

~.,

Sunday Mornings! '. ~
SUndays, beginning Man:h 11# 2007
ll:0Gam-9:4!1am
Attllc

Roel< of Faith Foursquare Church
Located at 325 W. B Strret
Ontario, CA 91762
(S.. Renne for lllrtdloN)

909.948.2027

Church Motto:
TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD,
EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM
GOD!

~

Come Worship with us!

~

Church Of God In Christ

Ron & LaVette Gibson

Pastor/Founder
MIRACLE HEALING
SERVICE

Tl)e Cburcb HELL Didrft Wal)t To See Happel)I

""

234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376
P.o. Box 1615 Rlalto CA 92377
Udellsr@aol.com
: www.RCCSpiritandTruth.org
.
(909) 873-5380
Order of Services
Sunday School
9:00 am
Worship Service
10:30 am
Miracle Monday Prayer
10:00 am
Tuesday Bible Study
6:30 pm
Pastor Darryl J.
Wednesday Prayer
6 :30 pm
Udell Sr.
Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM - Sat.
Co-Pastor Rita Udell

,

Life

Pastor K.T. Moreland
9215 Arrow Rte.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

We Worship in Spirit and in Truth!

Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

~

Hour of Power
Worship Hour
Noon day Prayer
Bible Study/Prayer
Youth Night

•Sunday Worship Service 10:00am•
•Wednesaay Night Bible Study 7:00pm•
•Tuesday-Friday Prayer 6:00am •

Weekly Services

,

I

Genelle 1::29

DC>l'V\l ~ ~USE
~

~St,,dy .
WtJn,,sday S:15 pm. - 6:30 pm. , '
Cmtral l'llrlc ~ DM/ ' .,
(Yt/9) 481-3836 _ ,,

D ate l

the

<-l V e

Worship in Truth C.O.G.I.C.

Good News
:Community Church

tyiorning Worship
11 :30 am
Bible Study (Tues.)
7:00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm

Worship Service Suniay 9:30 a.nr. -12 noon
Ctntral Park (Cr'aftm Den)
11200 But/int Rd.
Rancho Cuaunong", CA
'(NW Corner ofMiUiktn and Bost/in•)

Weekly schedule of events

9:30
11 :00

B-8 -.:

p-,

e

7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA.
(951) 688-7872
Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor
Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building
Sunday

Briefs Continued oh Page

Jesus name·

T

Sunday
1:00 pm
-f or
Advertisement call
Dr. Dorothy Shepherd

Bryant Street Baptist Church,
Yucaipa at Good Friday servti'-..
es, April 6th at 7:00p1;1,,

"You wlll never be '
the same lo

Conference

Gospel Time

Magdalene) will be featured cl{

Apostle Charla & ,..,,hfttu Rtok WUUs

a musical at
Central Park · (Alta Loma
Room) 11200 Baseline Rd.,
Rancho
Cucamonga
(Baseline and Milliken) on
Saturday, March 24th from

Antioch Missionary Baptist Church

Amaz\!,lg,

Love, (the Easter story as told· ·
through the eyes of Mary·

FREE
MUSICAL
-AMAZING
LOVE

will be having

Prophet~ss
Renee Willis

Drama/Musical,

5:00-9:00 p.m. Guitarist
Sylvester Lacy, recording
artist Mig, soloist Palm
Blackmon Kenole and many
more will be live in concert.
Admission is free. For
more information, please call
Sis. Anne Palmer at (909)
989-7262.

Every 1st Sunday
I? ; n , " <i:OQ pm

Randy D. Triplett

SUNDAY WORSHIP
SERVICES

Pastor & Founder
District Elder

8, 9:45, II :30 a.m.
&6p.m.

Sund~y School 10am
Sunday AM Service llam-1:30pm
Sunday PM Service 6pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm

WEDNESDAY DIBLE
STUDY

7:00 p.m.
Classes for all ages

653-8631 Offi_ce • 653-8634 Pastor
653■8680 FAX

LIFE CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY PRESCHOOL
& ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL 00

Watch our T-V Broadcast,·,
"LIVING IN, FUli.LNESS :l
EVERYDAY"
"
1

on D~ecTV -

Kindergarten through 5th
Grades
Abeka Curriculum

,_r;c:o

•.

The Word Network ,,,
Sunday 2:30 p.rn. PST
Channel 373

For information and to
~nroll call
951 .684.3639

THE CHURCH CHANNEr,
Wednesday 8:00 p.m. PS'I.:,,
Channel 371

(Preschool)

951.684.3643
(Elementary School)

JJ-t1J Ruhiclou, Boull'\ ard - RiH·rsick. (' \ 'J.2:-01)

23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY
Comer Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell

,~i1~1_,I ii I d!.!! ruuii..1·r _•,ill1·..,w:;:
( 'hurd, '\n. 11!-l .hS-l5-l.l\ I a, '\11. •1;;1 M;-l .Xll7 l· maol: ~1111111ni.1<·1111i r" :1t1l.1om

MT CALVARY MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

We Don't Do Church
We Do Minis-try.

"YOU ARE WORTHY, 0 LORD, TO RECEIVE
GLORY AND HONOR AND POWER, FOR YOU
CREATED ALL THINGS, AND BY YOUR WILL
THEY EXIST AND WERE
CREATED."
REV. 4:11

The Ultimate in Gospel Musit,
presents

&:IP
Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with

5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509
Pastor Henry L. Combs Jr.
(951) 781-0443
Administrative Office
(951) 684-6480

1672 Palm Ave. , Highland. CA 92346

Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM'
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
• .,
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
,,
Inspiration across America Gospel Music .,
Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com
Leroilacey@AOL.com

909.425.2615

(909) 688-1570

Services

Sunday School ........ ... ...........9:30 am
Sunday Worship .... ... . .. .... .. ... 11 :00 am
Wednesday Bible Study ........ , ......7:00 pm
Brotherhood (1st Saturdays) .... ·.......8:30 am

Sunday

8:00am

Hour of Power

Sunday

10:30am

Worship/Celebration

Tuesday

7:00pm

Bible Study

Phillip & Denise Powell

Thursday

11:00am

Bible Study

Senior Pastor & First Lady

Pastor Henry Combs Jr. a,id -.,.,ife, Cassandra

11

•,

:Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church
HOUSE OF PRAYER REFORMATION CHURCH

275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 8:74-5152 - Fax ·
Weekly Service

COME WORSHIP WITH US
our Life Tun 6:30 pm
·al Training Sat 9:30 QIII.
ervices
SoJ 11:()() am

SATURDAY

F.ellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worship I I:00 am
'.;outh Service
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
7:00 pm

Sundays 10:30 a.m.

15854 Sierra Lakes Pkwy
Fontana, CA 92336
Malling: P.O. Box 1119
Fontana, CA 92334

WEDNESDAY

Feeding Program
6.ible Study & Prayer

Sugar Hill School
24455 Old Country Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA

Rev. Robert
Edwards

Pastor John W. Thomas &
First Lady Evang. ErLel Thomas
95 I 680-2044

www.raiabowCMaenatt,.org

Asplfe Bible Church

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-940 I
"A church where everyb(!dy is somebody"

. : Bible Study {Wtd.) 7.00PM
•FridafNightUve 700PM

;

''P,~r.gJ,r ~'iepri;, in~Dwt • lli/i:11-M

Sundays-1 0:OOa.m.

SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service
8:00 a.m.
Adult Sunday School
, I 0:00 a.m.
Children's Church
11 :00 ,r.m.
Sunday Service
I I:00 a.m.

"• '' ',
,., •.,,, .,,

Worship Stte-Mountain View Elementary
2825 Walnut SI., Onlarto, CA fl761
(Off 60 my ot Ndllbold /We. South to
Woovt St tun left Ioslle on let!.}

BIBLE STUDY

•a(}/KHd,, 0,,/1,w:, ,,,,.....,1oct;, .,,,..,,1.,., ... 11.,_ j_ou/, •

Wednesday

1,J,

7:00p.m.

COGIC

1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410 ., '
(909) 381-2662
Schedule of Worship Service

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Night Service

9:30AM
11 :OOAM
, 7:00PM

Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching
Bible Srudy
8:00PM
Thursday Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM

BETHEL AMEC

Bethel AME Church
, ...............Clltll•IIIIIIIINII-• -fllll4'11
I'. • Mcf,i,ng Worsh,p l1·00AM
Gooo Ho>e M~=w Bm~, CHU•cs
\ • Sunday &hoof 9:30AM
•' · '

HOLY LAND

Rev. John Cager

Poslcdd8.
Ledy Naomi Dillon

24470 Sophie Street
Perns, CA
951-657-5705
Sunday Church School

9:00 AM

Sunday Worship Service

10:30 AM

Wednesday Bible Study

7:00 PM

For Info call (909) 786-8737 or

Visa us al: www.aspirebiblechvrch.com

Thursday Bible Study

10:00AM

for mo19 Information coll (?51) 657·5465 or (951) 616-0885

Rev. A. Charles
Langston ,,' :
'

)1oren~ Valley Mission CME
Brighi Light Full Gospel COGIC
Highland Unjty Church Ministries
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Mt. Moriah Baptist
Parle Avenue Baptisl Church
The Living Word Baptist Church
New Visions Christian
Community Church

10800 Hole Ave., Ste #3&4
5339 Mission Blvd.
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
4491 Kansas Avenue
18991 Mariposa St.
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.
9191 ColoradoAve.

Moreno Valley, CA 925
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92508
Riveiside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA

(951) 812,3509
(95 I) 782-9904
(951) 222-2115
(951) 682-9810
(951) 780-2240
(951) 684-8782
(951) 788-9218

18461 Mariposa Ave.

Riverside. CA 92508

(951) 687-7454

\l

./l

Rev. John Seniguar
Elder DeWayne Butler
Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
Pastor FD. Bullock

/'

New Vision Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
Rainbow Community Praise Cenler
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGIC
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB
Community Missionary Baptist
First Baptist Church of Perris
Full Gospel Church of Love

8368 Beech Ave.
15854 Carter Street
214 N. Palm Ave. Rm. IOI
1575 West 17th Street
939 Clay Street
277 E. Fifth Street
24050Theda

Fontana, CA 92336
Fontana, CA 92336
Rialto, CA 92376
San Bernardino, 92410
Redlands, CA 92373
Perris, CA 92570
Perris, CA 92570

(909) 823-0424
(909) 355-RCPC
(909) 874-5469
(909) 887-2526
(909) 793-2380
. (909) 657-3767
(909) 928· 7720

....

.,

Rev. J. Dwight Jackson, ,,
Dr. D.C. Nosakhcre Thomas!• '.
Rev. Derrick E. Callicutt'
1
Robert L. Fairley, Sr.
Rev. H. Hubbar,p ••
Pastor/Phortias Laura BeU •

f

'

-.

.... ;

- ..
,..•

I
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: Audiences will be captured
,itiu:6ugh the real life experi,ence of those closest to Jesus
:the Savior. · The plot grows
·:ctark through His crucifixion
: nd victorious with His super: atural resurrection and
~ azing Love.
: Bryant
Street Baptist
;ctiurch is located at 13456
:Bryant Street, between
:Avenue E and County Line in
. ' he city of Yucaipa. For
!details call the office at 909i795-4
ll 6.
I

'
FIRST ANNUAL
WOMEN'S
CONFERENCE

!

Topics will include Prayer
St. Paul AME Church will
Changes
Things
with
Evangelist Sarah Porter; hold their 5th Annual
Women's
Evangelism Winning Lost Virtuous
Soul for
Christ
with Conference on Friday and
Evangelist, Mother Pecolar Saturday, March 23rd and
Connors; The Fruit of the 24th. Donations are $35 at the
Spirit with Mother _B etty door.
Foster; Women's Health
The conference "New
Issues with the Riverside and Angle, New Vision" will start
Loma
Linda
Hospital with a praise party on_Friday
Communities; and Evangelist at 7:00 p.m.
Geri Perry bringing the mesSpeakers
include
sage of Daughters, A Blessing Evangelist P.J. Montgomery,
Rev. Carolyn Alexander,
of Abraham.
For more information con- Minister Matumaini Taylor
tact Sister Rosie Barnes or and Rev. Lauri McDonald
Sister Wall at (951) 544-3222. and begins at 8:00 a.m.-4:00
p .m . Continental breakfast
and lunch will be served. For
5TH ANNUAL
more information call (909)
VIRTUOUS WOMEN'S
887-1718. St. Paul is located
CONFERENCE

St.
James
Women's
iDepartment
will host their
I •
first
Annual
Women's
;Conference
themed:
:Daughters,
Blessed
of
•Abraham beginning Friday, ·
'
:May 25th through Sunday,
;May 27th beginning. with
;Friday service at 7:00 p.m.
:and Sunday at 4:00 p.m. The
:guest speaker will be
:Evangelist Hazel Anderson,
:Fountain of Life COGIC.

'.

at 1355 W. 21st Street.

Jefferson and special music
by The 'Center at Highland
Refreshing
Spring
Praise Team.
Community Church locatecl
The breakfast is non- at 3600 Park Avenue ,
denominational and is co- Riversjde, CA will host
sponsored by the Greater ·spring fashion extravaganza
Inland Valley Evangelical and luncheon themed "It's A
Network.
Spring Fling," on Saturday;
The program includes a full ¥arch 24, 2007 beginning at
buffet breakfast , music , 1:00 p .m.
dance , prayer and a stirring
The donation is $10 .00 iri
Easter message.
advance and $15.00 at the
For further information, door. There will be an auc~
please call Cass~ndra Walker · tion , prizes, praise dancers;
at (909) 874-4429.
music and more. For mor~
information contact (951 J
784-0860.
SP~ING FASHION
EXTRAVAGANZA

WOMEN'S
RESURRECTION
BREAKFAST

a

Minister Cassandra Walker
announced the 12th annual
Women's
Resurrection
Breakfast . will be held
Saturday, March 31st at 9,:00
a.m. in San Bernardino.
The contribution is .$30.
The featured speaker is
Bishop Candace Shields.
Other participants are: Karen
Parker,
Elder
Demont

Second Baptist Church
2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303 , Riverside, CA 92502

Office: (951) 684-7532 • FAX: (951) 684-1564
www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net

Sunday Services
7:30 am
Q:00 am
10;15 am
10:15 am

Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

.

•

Thursday, March 22, 2007

Wednesday Services
7:00 pm
7:45 pm

Prayer Services
Bible Study

"Second in Name, First in Love"

'

CELEBRATION WORSHIP CHURCH
"Discover the Joy of Christian Loving"
Pastor Barry E. Knight, Sr. and La,dy Sacheon S. Knight ·
WORSHIP LOCATION:

23200 Eucalyptus Ave (between Frederick and Graham)
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

(951) 247-0888 OR
WWW.G02CELEBRATION .COM

,.

4009 Locust St. • Riverside, California 92501

Phone: (951) 686-9406 / E-Mail: AllenAMEC@aol.com
~WorshiJ? Service .. . . . .. . . .. ... ... . .. . .. . . . ..... .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . .Sunday LI :OOam

SUNDAY CELEBR{',TION SERVICE - Sunday Bible Classes @ 9:30am

Worship Celebration @ 10:30am
@ 7:00pm

.

WEDNESDAY MAXIM. ED LIVING (pastoral teaching)
f

l CHtirch Sd1qol . . .. . .. . . .. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .. . . . . . . . . .' . . . .. .. Sunday 9 :00 am
!Bible Study . .. . . .... . .. ........ .. . ... .. . .. . . . . .. . . .... . . . .Wednesday 10am & 7p m
!Children's Church . . . ... . .... .. .' . .. ...... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .2nd & 4th Sunday at 11:30am

,(,1

i

I

(Children·~ Ministry available at all services)

New Jo ,Ba tist Church

AMOS TEMPLE

5694 Jurupa Ave.• Riverside, CA 92504
P.O. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517

(951) 779-0088 • (951) 781-7602
A Church Built ·o n Sound Preaching and Teaching

Weekly Service~

RIVERSIDE LOCATION

8:00 am & 11 :00 am
(10:00am, 1st and 5th Sundays)
Bible Study (wed)
12:00pm & 7:00pm
• Children's Church
11 :OOam Service
5860 Arlington Avenue • Riverside, CA 92504
(951) 352-4196
amostemple@sbcglobal.net .
Worship Service

Pastor Julio A. Andujo &
Dr. Patricia L. Andujo

Sunday School
8:50 a.m .
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m .
First Sunday Evening Workshop
5:00 p.m .
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
7:00 _p.m.
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadcast
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7 :30-8:00 p.m.

Empowered by Vision-Expanding by Faith. ..

CROSSWORD
CHRISTIAN CHURCH"'
remember the Cross . . .focus on the Wora

___

SUNDAY SERVICES
Wonhip at S:00 a.m. and 10;45* a.m.
Laso1114 IJle at 9:30 a.m.

·~-.....,.,._,.,,.,,.,
Cl,ll,IC--"'""-

Visit our Website at
www.crosswordchurch.org

Wl!DNaDAY SEMCD
Senion 55+ Biblie Srudy at 12 D00D
.Y oucll Minislry at 7:30 p.m.
Adult Bible Study at 7:30 p.m.

1'"........,

Senior PatlOlf)"eachtt
Lacy Sykn, Jr. and
Minlater Kartn Syku

951-697-8803

CROSSWORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH~ is a mubi-4tluti&, mulligmnutional, bibli&ally-ba#d churr:h t hal is personal, praai&al and

c,,,,,mitted to uadring and p n a&hingfor life cha"ll"·

Couple's Ministry

WORSHIP LOCATION
14950 Rivuside Drive, Riverside, CA 92518

NOii monlll Ill 9:00 a.m.

(•t ll.lPtrdtlt • M,,,, 0,1.,,~ , . ,, ofM• rct Air Atu,111 B•u)

S . Paul African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Imani Temple Christian Fellowship

13:SS W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-1718

(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981

S unday Worship Services
Contem.P"rary Worship
7:45 am
Traditional Worship
11:00 am
Sunday School
9:45 am
Weekday Opportunities
Women·s B ible Study - Mon.
7:00 pm
Men's Bible Study - Mon.
7:00 pm
M id-week Bible _Study - Wed.
12 noon
Prayer Meeting - Wed.
7:00 pm

510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768
email@imanitemple.net
Service Schedule

Rev. Larry E. Campbell

•

Throne Room Worship
w/Amanda Ramsey
Mas1erli1e lnstitu1e
Worship Service
lmani Village
Childrens Chu rch
Man4ma1ion/Women
Seeking Christ Study
Bible S1udy

( 909) 825-2258

ORDER OF SERVICES
8:30 a.m.

Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Eve. Worship
ThurSday Bible Revival

Sunday 10 a.m.

10:00 a .m.
6:00 p .m.
7:00 p .m.

Daily " Morning Glory"
Prayer, Mon.-Fri. •
10:00-12 noon
KPRO RADIO 1570 AM - WED. 2:00 PM. ·
.
SAT. 5:45 PM.

Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Thursday 7 :00 p.m.
Rev. Jelani Kafela

r

~

·Pastor Iris Hallu

QuinnAM.E.
Church

Kingdom of God A)lffitolic & Prophetic Ministries International
CHURCH OF ALL NATIONS (A Five Fold Mlnl1try Church)
W~

1700 W. H'9hl•od - ' - •
S.n BernanlhtO, CA 92404

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,

CA
(951) 359-0203

5970 Limonite Avenue
Riverside, Ca lifornia 92S09

(9S 1) 682-4407

Weekly Services
8:30 a.m.
(Adults only)
8:30 a.m.
10:00a.m.
(Available)
10:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Colton , CA 92324 '
Sunday School

Sunday 8:00 am
Sunday 9:00 · 9:50. a.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church

Sunday Sc hool (all ages)
Christian ~ l e Development
Classes
Worship
Children's Church
Tues. Bible Studies
Thurs. Bible Studies

" An Are na for the Miraculous"
820 Larch Ave.

Sunday School:
10:00am
Morning Service·
11:OOam
Bible Study ~ 7:00pm

l'emc 4'ratt d Wect•la Wllb Yf
Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

www,newbcbc,ora

dtdilleu.lillllled:

KOC-BIBLE INS1TIUl'E 6:INI pm
lllladm - S.W..Pr.-

(909) 887-9616 • (95 1) 675-720 1

fl:WIJJ -'MMttnPn&r1hpt. 1Cl15, 200I

wwwthetbun:bofailn11i0ns 0cr

" Sd,ool q_f tbt PROPHETS"
s.uL!&D.U'.S • ~KN beJin • 800a.m.

Email: call nation I tho I.com

Pastors & TetJCleer,

c--.

Chrbd.N1 COUllse!m1•TlieolQ&Y

Sunday Strvice
11:301.m.
Wednesday Prayer 5-00 p .m.
Wtd. Bible Study

7:00 p.m.

Moreno Valley, CA 92553

(951) 485-6993

EARN YOUR D EG REE!!!

A.pollltt, Prophm, E WJJ11t listt,

WEEKI Y W WJCES
S1111day School:
10:30 a.m.

25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6

,ALL Cl-

www koeapmi ms

F-,l"NIJ~nur
A~llec MP Slfflinl, OD
&.Elcctt..dy ROIC
Parur-S1e:rl1n1. DD

Cbrllli• lldlucldon • fi~ Fok!
~ lnll&ry " ltlble f"ruphPy • khool of
Tiw: Projlhcll A more
.

Atxr~ldUndtr
Sotr111M1110 1'ttolo1k1d~n1in,ry"
Bt,l,-C11lle11t

WEEKLY SERVICES

•

Rev. & Mrs.
Ronald Woods

9:30 a.m .
11 :00 a.m .
12:30 pm
Mid Weck Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 p.m.

Sunday School
Sunday M orning Worship
Mid Day Bible Srudy, Tues.

